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SEAN REDMOND
WEDS IN LONDON
L 4 R . SEAN REDMOND and his wife Susan are at present on
honeymoon in the Co. Galway.

1X1

They were married at Croydon
on Saturday, July
28th.
Mr. Redmond is
General Secretary
of the Connolly
Association
for
the past seven
years and is the
Association's only
fulttlme Worker.
He i« on the
Exeoutlve
Committee
of
the
National Council
of Civil Liberties
and of titt M«p»
m m t for Colonial

Meetings all over Ireland
Broad based "Defend
y ^ L A R M E D by the rapidly growing movement of the Irish people against the
"second Act of Union," Fianna Fail spokesmen in the Dail grew almost hysterical in depicting the benefits of going in and the dangers of staying out.

BELFASTS
MADDEST

Mr. Haughey is reported to have
described the present position
where Britain stands out in the
cold and Ireland is queued up behind her as "an opportunity we
must not miss."

A

Hie couple met In the couftie of
their trade union activities. , ; .
Here they are pictured by
Irish Democrat" outside the dwir.
attending a meeting of the Central
London branch of the Association.
A gathering was held at Mr. Red-

mond's honfe in Tufnell Park on
Sunday, July 29th, to wish the
couple every happiness and give
them a warm send-off
Many Wiembers of the Association"
were present.
So good luck, Sean and Susan!

UNIONIST Member of Parliament, Mr. George Forrest, was
assaulted at a July 12th demonstration at Coagh by extremist hoodlums and had to be taken to hospital.
His crime?
He was not
extreme enough.

It is likely they will encounter those dangers, since General
De Gaulle will not want to accept Irish membership with a
Government so subservient to British imperialism.

On the mate day an official
Orange parade stopped outside
Crumlin Road Jail and sent in a
message of ^ttEqaUBoottngw" to
three convicted murderers who were
doing time for killing a young man
because he was a Catholic. The
message was accepted.

What an opportunity!
STRYCHNINE
Mr. Coiley said membership of
E.E.C. which will necessitate priority teaching of Frenoh, German
and Italian, would bo the "greatest
shot in the arm for tho Irish
language that
has over been
Known."
It sounds rather like a shot of
strychnine!
"We must export or die" he went
on—without explaining what we

MEN PICKET U S. SHIP

S

FOR THE HUSH-VIETNAM FOR THE VIETNAMESE

were likely to export apart from
population, with 15 per cent of our
agricultural labour force driven off
the land, and most of the native
industries closed down.
PUNISHED
in the debate It was revealed that
If Ireland did not obey without question tho dictates of the Brussels
offiofals she could be hauled before
tho European court and severely
punished.
Government speakers could even
then
place
their
hands
on
their hearts and swear national
sovereignty remained unaffected.
But they dW M l a the knowledge
tl&t the movement of the people is
gathering way.
One hundred and fifty thousand
copies of a folder are
butod by the "Oefenee of
League" within
Stain
Fein, woKe Ton*
Irish
Offers' Party and
of the
Labour Party are
BROAD FRONT
This is the broadest United front
of the Irish radical opinion since
the days of the war of tndepilM&ce,
and will ultimately have m a n effect
an Irish politics than a hundred
and fifty thousand Ftanna Fail
speeches.
(Continued on Pace Eight)

BELFAST woman told the city
Magistrate's Court that she
and her daughter were beaten up
because the girl was \ i I j l l l f company with a Roman Catholic.

A

Mrs. Sarah
Place, off Bhankill
swollen and cut
court for summonses
whom she said were
Mrs. Rock said her
was also in court, was
a Roman Catholic boy.
holidays he had been in their
house and had been Insulted by
people shouting in as they passed.
"Last night a whole gang of them
came from a party and burst into
the house.
" I asked them to leave, and they
refused. I waa hit' With a poker
and shoes and was taken away 1b
an ambulance, but althpogfa they
wanted me to stay in hospital, t
could not, as I have six children
and my husband was on the night
shift," Mrs. Rock said.
She added that her daughter had
also been beaten up a n d bad to
have five stitches in a head wound.
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LOCAL ELECTION-THE SEVEN YEARS
WONDER
by

Anthony

r j ^ H E 1967 Local Elections have
come and gone. Three thousand men and women have canvassed
the suffrages of
their
fellows for weeks on end through
the streets and lanes and by-ways
of Ireland seeking election to
1,500 or so vacancies on 108 Corporations, County Councils and
Urban District Councils throughout the country.
"Unpaid jobs they are too. or so
they sez," railed the woman on the
steps sarcastically.
"Yez would
think they was doin' it for nothing,
yez would, as we was all foo-els.
But they don't fool us. Not around
here, they don't. We've seen them
all before and little enough any
blessed one of them has ever done
for us once they got in."
A kitchen-red hand waved dismissively at a seedy inner-Dublin
street, while the canvasser took his
cue:
"You should still go and vote on
Wednesday, Ma'am. It's the only
chance the likes of you have of
hawing a- say.
This is the first
time for seven years there has been
an election, you know, and the Corporation needs sew Wood. And we
all knew what the Corporation is
hke, don't we? Now these are our
candidates for this area. You can
rely on them to shake the Corporation up. Be sure anyway to
use your vote on Wednesday."
He passes over the Shiny rotder
to the sceptical citizeness, who
glances ambiguously at the three
neatly
posed
candidates,
the
smiling one, the determined one
and t h e pensive, while the canvasser moves to the house next
dear. Another number is ticked off
on the register.
Election canvassing means thousands and hundreds of thousands
of these brief encotutfeps, each one
a miniscule drama: Will you give
your number o w vote t o eur man
Hit ttte dttMtf?
Each of
confrontations' I * < WWBh
is uaMsMMr " f l M ^ t o
nottung <jf great odhseqaeaee Mk Its mm, y e t t n 1 M r
aggregate a raOtitttfle o f encounters and political events all
over the land of Ireland, marking
a new stage in the slow .evolution
of popular will, the r,hanging attitudes or masses of peopte, the
hopes and aspirations, blindness
a n d gullibility of whole social
groups.

m m w t m i
iawi <«eneral
i f c m , Britain's
largest, held its biennial conference
at Blackpool last month. Pour *eaotuttons on Ireland were on the
agenda, *two calling for the ending
"Of partition, and t h e others requesting an enquiry into t h e slxcouaty set-up and especially into
t h e allegations concerning abuses
of civil rights.
Contrary to all expectations the
resolutions were not reached
In
t h e Irish reh a w c o m Bp for debate,
»bly one
the
ted nasvtd Mneat I
I thus prevented a
there was
speculation as to what the attitude
of the atx-county delegates would
tw this time, remembering that recently the Northern Ireland Labour
Party's coafaware -same out In
favour of a n aogulry. One af the
Irish delegates (aid me t h a t the
delegation ted jointly decWtd that
they would adept t h e eoarae oI
abstaining o n the Irish r t s e i u t t e *
thus avoiding a split In their delegation.
To facilitate thin agreement one of the anti-partition resol u t i o n was withdrawn

of

H P H I S is what they c a l l grassroots politics, and dusty grassroots they are. no terrain for
romantics and enthusiasts. Only *
hard-headed men bother with this
business of seeking election to local
councils and corporations: loyal
party men whose job in life it is to
keep the wheels of the party
machine running, aspiring petty
bourgeoisie to whom an unpaid job
in the Town Hall can bring indirect economic advantage, Labour
men and Republicans to whom
slogging perseverence has become
second nature in a struggle in
which they expect no speedy victory.
The. big parties run muted campaigns. Someone says sarcastically
that they have something t o be
muted about. A discreet canvass,
no loudspeakers, not many posters.
Though in Central Dublin, as the
exception to prove the rule,
the
huge sides of a pantechnicon
thunder
the
gaudy
message
"Manna Pail Means Good Government."
"Good Government." Good — a
word over which there has been
some quarrelling down the centuries! But "good government" for
the purposes of this election means
government which is to give the
sons and daughters of Everyman
free secondary schooling from next
September. There have even been
hints that good government may
in time mean free university education as well. Of course Corporations and Local Authorities are not
responsible for such munificence,
but the Party men on the Corporation can surely hope to take some
of the credit. There is said to be
much of it to go around.

Coughlan

ning of local government, and particularly that most important area
of all of local government, housing.

housing, housing, and again
J riORhousing,
is the main theme
of this election, at least in the
country's urban areas. With nearly
one third of Ireland's population
under fifteen, with more young
people in their twenties and wanting to get married than for half
a century, and with the lowest record of house building in Western
Europe for a decade now, this is
hardly surprising.
What the housing problem means
you can see in Henrietta Street, in
Dublin North Central constituency.
Henrietta Street was a noble place
two hundred years ago with its two
rows of Georgian houses leading
up to King's I n n showing forth
the wealth and burgher assurance
of Dublin's classic age. Lord Norbury lived in one of these houses,
a canvasser says to another.
The
carriage and pair of the infamous
"hanging judge" must often have
swept up Henrietta Street in the
1790s, depositing His Lordship at
the bottom of his flight of steps
when his dayf's judicial murdering
was over. Henrietta Street must
have been a discreet place to live
in in those days.
Two centuries later the street is
noisy with tumbling, cheerful, Dublin "chislers," racing around, hopscotching, playing "queenie," passing a ball. Teenagers circle a game
of cards on the pavement and a
youth stares perplexedly at a motor
cycle which seems reluctant to
start.

The election canvassers know
well why there are so many children; for In tflmost every one of
those
mansions - turned-tenements
I t is the smaller parties which are
there are sixteen families living,
on the attack in this election, Labour
four families to each of the four
and Sinn Fein, proclaiming their
stories, a family per room, a n d
message loudly though hampered
sometimes another family or two
by fecfc of funds, especially the Re-' i n the basement underneath, damp
publicans, for "the Labour Party
cold places that were formerly the
this year has the benefit of £5,000
kitchens and cellars of the manor so spent on its behalf by its
sions, feet below the street, which
new affiliate, the Irish Transport
have never warmed with a ray of
and General Workers Union, on the
sunlight.
Some of the spacious
top of whose thirteen storey skylofty rooms have thin partitions
scraper (the biggest building for
dividing them into cubicles, making
the biggest union) the gigantic
rooms out of rooms, but to each
word "LABOEHB" is written above
original room these is one family—
Dublin in Utters six feat high. The 4MI|er, -mother, -child, children, 'Sixsmaller parties assert loadly what teen f a n c i e s in a wmastsa origithey would do tf tttt«r >tad the rtmnally erected for ant; eating, steeping, nursing, washing, mending,
ironing, cooking; i n bed at night
tasUag up as the years pile an
years at the stuccoed gods a n d
nymphs still contriving to • foot it
graoefully through
the peeling
plaster. Was it Sean OXtesey who
wrote about places like these?

o m * m > AT
CONFERENCE

The conference opposed the Government's Incomes Policy, called
for an end to the American bombing in North Vietnam, demanded a
cut in arms expenditure and called
for increased legislation to outlaw
religious and racial discrimination.
Hopes were high that in this mood
the delegates would support the
Irish resolutions.
It was expected that the resolutions would be dealt with on Friday, the last day of the conference.
But to the astonishment at delegates, a motion was put forward
from the JKsadlag Orders
mittee that the conference
terminate at 11 a m Instead Sf
scheduled 4 pan.
The
ruled that the motion ted b a e a
carried on a show of hands, and
refused a vote with tellers.

«>icwnty

There was a feeling among mom
delegates that this was a deliberate
manoeuvre to avoid dealing with
the Irish resolutions.
On the Tuesday evening the Connolly Association held a successful
meeting In t h e Trades Hall.
A
number of the conference
were present, sad the lecture
given by Mr.

"We've been waiting Ave years
for a Corporation house," said the
wan woman with the beautiful
eyes, "bat I must have another
child before I qualify and I'm not
supposed to have one."
"And are you the one who's going to get us out of this?" snorted
the shirtsleeved man in the basem e n t "Will you now? Well if you're
not you're just wasting my time,
like aB the others who've been
„ here tonight," and the
door shook another plaster
' from the skirting.
and voting.
How many
does it take to transform
Street and an the other
Streets of Dublin?

hts

constituency

tor to order the

the young
the map of
spread out sn

off in twos and threes for company.

"Remember Leinster
Buildings
haven't yet been done, and tell
them to give us their twos and
threes if they can't give their number ones. And tell them it's their
only chance of a change for five
years. The Deputy's hand swept
nervously through his hair. A lot
depended on this campaign.

YXTHILE the city sleeps in the
''
early hours after midnight
the most zealous election workers
continue. It is postering time, a
messy operation with paint brush
and paste on hordings and dirty
walls demanding special political
dedication. It demands agility too,
as one hugged the silver lamp-post
a dozen feet above t h e ground,
stringing one's poster above the
other party posters already there.
Occasionally an enemy poster is
whipped off or obliterated, but not
too often, for this game too has
its rules.
The posters stare oddly from the
city's lamp-posts, waiting to exhort
the multitudes tomorrow. To which
of them would they listen? Had
they any effect at all? Did not all
these different exhortations negative one another? Was not the entire issue decided already, and did
anyone ever change their vote because of what they r e a d o n a
poster? Yet postering was necessary as w^ll as everything else, as
the candidate neglecting it would
know to his cost. I t was necessary
i n order to keep all these names
imprinted on the public mind for
just one short day; that was the
sole purpose of all this manifold,
bizarre and dedicated activity, the
justification of it all.

Wednesday, June 28th, the
county went to the polls and
these are the main results:—
Over 1,100,000 people voted, giving
in round figures 463,000 first preference votes to Fianna Fail,
377,000 to Fine Gael, 174,000 to
Labour and 141,000 to independents
and smaller parties.
The three
political parties Ip. the Dail increased their share of the poll as
compared with the last loial elections in 1960 at the expense of
independents and small parties.
Fine Gael made the biggest gain,
with 75 more local council seats
t h a n last time. Fine Gael's share
of the first preference vote in-

,QN

Tuesday, July l l t h , Mr.
Michael O'Riordan, general
secretary of the Irish Workers'
Party, addressed the Manchester
branch of the Connolly Association.
He said that the present stage i n
Irish history was a serious one. The
Common Market could reverse an
that ted been achieved by t h e
.struggles at the Irish people. The
issue confronting t h e progressive
movement was whether Ireland
should go further along the road
to national independence or drift
deeper into imperialist hands. The
ruling class in Dublin had adopted
the slogan of "hand in h a n d with
Britain." Ireland's entry Into the
Common Market would be disastrous. The protected industries in
the south would be unable to compete oa equal grounds with t h e
wmmpullee of Britain and Europe
and a t e it would lead to a consolidation of foreign investments.
It

te the credit of the Reand working class movei t they had seen a n this
a d were now engaged in
nation-wide opposition to
A Defend
League had
been
included
and Labour
and the Irish

creased from 26J per cent to 32J
per cent between 1960 and 1967.
Fianna Fail's share went from
38.4 per cent to 39 per cent. Labour
got 15 per cent of the total poll in
the country, about
the same as
1960, but made a big leap forward
in Dublin where it gained an extra
10,000 votes and polled 25.4 per cent
of the Dublin vote compared with
11.4 per cent in 1960. Labour now
has 13 councillors on Dublin Corporation and replaces Fine Gael as
the second party on that body.
After
the election a laconic
THANKS
replaced
the
word
LABOUR on the top of Liberty
Hall, expressing
the Transport
Union's pleasure at the result.
If the Labour Party men act
vigorously and radically on the
Corporation something may at last
be done about Dublin's housing. A
large proportion of the city's working people showed their desire for
a thorough shake-up of the Corporation by voting Labour, whose
efforts will also be assisted by a
successful independent candidate
representing
the
Defenders
of
Sandymount Strand and an independent
ex-swimming
champion
elected in the Crumlin area on a
pledge to get some swimming poote
for the city.
Outside of Dublin, however, there
was no particular swing to Labour
in the other towns. Down country
it is thought that the swing to
Pine Gael partly reflected popular
opposition to the Government's
methods of dealing with the N.F.A.
Overall, the increase in the Fine
Gael and Labour shares of the vote
have been a sharp knock to the
Government.

Sinn Fein has expressed its disappointment with the votes received for its candidates. I n Dublin they received an average of 500
votes, but in Bray a n d Milltown
Malbay, where first-class candidates fought well-organised campaigns, the Sinn Fein candidates
headed the polls, and in Donegal
they scored votes. Elsewhere the
Sinn Fein candidates did not poll
as well as was generally expected.
Sinn Fein, of course, laboured
under the great disadvantage in
this election of not having the
party affixation of their candidates
after their names on the ballot
paper, unlike the candidates of the
bigger parties, who have this prerogative under the terms of the
1904 Electoral Act. This disadvantage must have lost Sinn Fein
many votes.

Bodenstown where te called for
unity of all radicals would be welcomed toy those i n t h e working
class movement who did not believe that any one section were the
exclusive custodians of the National
struggle.
, A NSWERING
questions
about
- the O'Neill-Lemass meetings.
Mr.
O'Riordan
said
that
the
workers of north and south had
beaten them to it, when years previously the Irish Congress of Trade
Unions had formed one all-Ireland
body. While the ruling classes of
the north and south were discussing their common interests,
a n d letting everyone know h o w
cautious they had t o be, the trade
union movement had overcome the
boundaries of religious and political
prejudices. Mow, helped by the success of Gerry Pitt and his Socialist
BepubUcan Party a council of
Labour was under discussion which
would include F i t f s Party, the
Irish Labour Party a n d
the
Northern Labour Party,
t
Mr.
O'Riordan
in
conclusion
expressed thanks to the branch for
invltipg h i m to Manchester — on
t t e dese ailen of the centenary of
the Venians — a city famous beer the I t a l i a n Martyrs of
s
the
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ALTERNATIVE TO EE C.

4 YM Wednesday, July 19th, Mr.
Brendan Sinastt spoke to
the Central London branch of
the Connolly Association on
"The Alternative to the Common M a r k e t " Mr. Sranott is a
student of economics at Trinity
College, Dublin, where he is a
member of the Republican Club.
He outlined the programme which
had been put forward by the Dublin Wolfe Tone Society, "Which can
only be given to the people by a
socially radical, republican minded
Government, which puts the interest
of Irish workers and small farmers
before the interests of foreign capital."
This programme included:—
(1) Establishment of national control of credit to serve the needs of
Irish economic development.
(2) The repatriation of Irish
foreign investments for productive
purposes and control of the export
of Irish savings.
(3) Control over foreign capital investment in Ireland and an examination of existing foreign firms with
a view to deciding which ones might
usefully be taken into public ownership.
(4) A greatly increased rate of
domestic investment in production
and manufactures, with the extension of public industry and the allocation of
considerably enlarged
funds to scientific research and
technological development in those
areas where Ireland has an economic advantage; a policy of hire the
foreign expert rather than bring in
the foreign capitalist; the integration of investment decisions into a
national plan for full employment
and production.
(5) The use of physical controls
on imports and exports where necessary in order to balance our

national payments.
(6) The fostering of a small-farm
agriculture as part of a national
food production and marketing plan,
with full state backing for the development of ancillary food processing enterprises.
(7) A more equitable taxation and
social security system to reduce the
burden of high investment rates on
the weaker sections of the people;
an extension of demand on the
home market by an extended social
security scheme and increased investment in housing and education
to satisfy the most important needs
of the people.

(8) Measures to democratise social
life to involve more and more people
in decision-making and in economic
and welfare activity at all levels
of the economy and administration.
(9) Vigorous pursuit of trade links
with countries other than Britain
and the E.E.C., irrespective of their
political or social system, and a
considerable extension of bilateral
trading agreements
with other
countries, if necessary involving an
element of barterage, in order to
avoid the excessive trade imbalances
which at present exist between
Ireland and most of her trading
partners.
(10) A whole hearted commitment
by the Government to the aim of
restoring the national language and
fostering the national culture, as
important agencies for enhancing
national morale and providing the
spiritual driving force for achieving
the above aims.

I \EAR EDITOR,—It is trite to
say that the sane purpose of
all industry, farming included, is
maximum yield for amount of work
invested. O f course this economic
commonsense, intuitively known to
Robinson Crusoe, is also a social
imperative. I t requires not the preserving but the discarding of inferior todls, machines, industries,
communication and transport methods when better are invented.
But it also assumes — the democratic "dogma" being accepted, a
just system of distribution, a
rational society. The latter is not
attainable by apologetics for censorships and wastes but by improving knowledge and exposing economic and theological superstitions,
and cruelties — north, south, east,
west, in and out of Ireland.
Your Cork ecclesiastic has not
contributed to that benign end. He
has condoned and urged censorship
and scoffed at economic facts.
Moreover multiplying small farms
is not the road to rural prosperity,
hut rather to multiplying private
landlords because since lands differ
"i fertility, some farmers would
pay rents of Varying sums to themselves, others next to nothing even
when equal quantities of labour and
capital are employed.
When will our run of Irish
politicos
cease
classifying
the
island's people as Catholics and
Protestants and tabooing elementary instruction in economics in
so-called national schools? I fancy
n
«t until every citizen is Catholic
w
'th a small c and protestant with
;1
mall p letting theologies go by
die board and cultivating economic
"'hies, the arts and sciences. Then
P'-rhaps an labour will be automated and everyone an independent
banker.
DAN MOLONY
Santa Barbara.
California.

Mr. Eddie Lenihan disagrees
[NEAR MR. EDITOR. — For the
"
first time in 28 years I am
ashamed to pass on my copy of
the "Irish Democrat," after reading
the wholly inaccurate article on
Israel by Pat Devine. One wonders
whether it was dictated to him by
Nasser, King Hussein, Kosygin or
perhaps Anthony Nutting. Whilst
weeping crocodile tears over t h e
plight of the Arab refugees, victims
of "American and British" imperialism, he carefully forgets to
mention the millions of pounds of
Russian arms poured into the U.A.
countries for the subjugation of a
tiny country of less than three
million people, nor did he tell us of
how many millions the Russians
have subscribed to the afore-mentioned Arab refugees. I think he
will find not a penny.
Also wiH Mr. Devine tell "Democrat" readers how many countries
Russia has given back to their
rightful owners since 1945, when
Russia over-ran them.
E says it is a sad day for Israel.

HI

think it would have been
a damn sight sadder day for Israel
h».d the boot been on the other
foot, and Mr. Devine's Arab hordes
from seven countries, by the way,
had over-run Israel.
The "wailing wall" verily would have lived
up to its name. Though no lover
of American or British capitalism,
myself, I like to think the "Democrat" prints t h e unbiased truth,
and not a distorted collection of
lies and half-truths, such as is evident in that article, which would
give "'joy to the likes of Hitler,
Goebbels, and other Jew-baiters.
I do hope that the many Jewish
supporters, M.P.s and others, who
have supported the Connolly Association in the fight for Ireland's
rights, in the House of Commons,
at meetings (quite a few from pw
own oity of Manchester) will not
take this article too much to heart,
knowing as they should do that all
Irishmen, members of a small
country, have the utmost sympathy
with the struggle of another small

country, Israel, against the domination
of
larger
imperialistic
powers, be they American, Britain
or Egypt.
Trusting you will give
this letter your attention for the
sake of the many readers of the

BELFAST HIT
A T MARKET
ITT1HE following
resolution was
passed at a meeting of Belfast
Republicans at the 43 Club, Divis
Street, Sunday. July 23rd, attended
by over 150 people, with Mr. Liam
MacMillan in the chair:—
"This meeting of Belfast citizens, trade unionists and republicans, organised by the Republican Movement, warns public
opinion in the Six Counties that
membership
of
the
Common
Market would b e a disastrous
step for Ireland and for the Irish
people, whether North or South
of the border and irrespective of
political opinion or allegiance. It
would mean the integration of
the whole country in a political
and economic bloc dominated
by huge combines and monopolies that in no way have
the interests of
the people
at heart; it would mean greatly
increased
unemployment
and
emigration as the products of
these foreign companies completely took over the internal
market here, and it would mean
that the main decisions affecting
the lives and livelihoods of people
in this country would be taken
by interests over which there is
no democratic or popular control
whatsoever.
It calls upon all
sensible men to oppose Common
Market membership in whatever
organisations they are in and to
educate themselves and others on
the dangers and threat to our
interests of membership of t h e
Common Market.''

WORLD COMMENTARY

"Irish Democrat" in

Manchester.
E. LENIHAN

Manchester 20.
Well, we have done more than
give this letter our attention. We
have published it so that others
can give it tlieir attention as well.
Any comment? Yes, we have. Mr.
Lenihan has shown over many
years his understanding of British
imperialism in its classic tactics.
But he has not quite caught up
with events, to see the more subtle,
cunning methods being applied today. Here is a rough parallel.
Britain plants Scotchmen in Ulster.
Later she claims Ulster as a distinct state from the rest of Ireland.
Now, imagine, Leinstermen grow
restive on the border. There are
exchanges of words and shots.
Then tbe B-men pour in, and take
Louth because the
Leinstermen
have not been adequately trained
in the use of the arms that have
been poured in from (say) Cuba.
The British then point out that
Louth was part of Ulster in the
days of Cuchullain!
You don't agree that this is a
parallel? Well, it doesn't fit every
detail, but it illustrates how the
Arabs can feel. And the Orangemen are not devils, you know, any
more than the Jews.
This is the
kind
of situation
imperialism
creates. It is necessary on the one
hand to counter imperialism in the
main blow it is striking, in this
case to regain control of the Suez
Canal under pretence of helping
Israel, and on the other hand to
try to minimise the evil effects on
the unfortunate people who are the
political victims on either side. Mr.
Devine made it quite clear that he
did not agree with any attempt to
destroy the state of Israel.
As for the effect of Mr. Devine's
article on friends of Ireland, none
of them worth his salt ever did
anything because he was a friend
of the "Irish Democrat," but because he was a friend of I r e l a n d Editor.

by PAT DEVINE

Justice catches up with Tshombe
newspapers, the radio
and television, are trying to
put reponsibility for the race
riots in the United States of
America on the very hot summer . . . it's the arid heat that is
the cause of all the trouble !
{^OME

L E I T E R
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So far there has been no suggestion that it's the hot weather that
is responsible for the United States
bombing of Vietnam with the aim
of reducing that country to rubble,
despoiling its agriculture and murdering its people.
Nor is it the hot weather that is
bringing death to the people of
Aden, or the Middle East generally.
It's rapacious Imperialist monopoly capitalism with Its relentless
search for profit and determination
to maintain white cupremaoy at the
expense of the well-being of the
overwhelming majority of mankind,
that Is directly responsible.
War is a profitable thing for the
war-lords and
munitions-makers.
They will never voluntarily surrender a profitable venture to the ordinary men and women of any country. They consider every defeat at
the expense of a people lighting for
its independence as a temporary
setback and initiate subterfuge, terrorism, bribery and war to recoup
their losses.

TSHOMBE AND'THE CONGO
Events in the Congo in recent
weeks prove the truth of this statement. The arrest of Tshombe and
the attempted coup by the mercenaries In the Congo, have brought
the whole sordid imperialist plot to
a head.
It was in July 1960 that the Congo
became independent from Belgium,
under the leadership of the beloved
Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba.
Within eleven days of the declaration
of
the
republic
Moishe
Tshombe, agent of the monopoly
copper mining company, declared
the secession of the richest province,
Katanga, and fought with foreign
mercenaries at his side for more
than two years to hold it.
In
December
1960
Premier

Lumumba was arrested in his capital and flown two months later to
the Katanga capital of Elizabethville (now Lumumbashi)
where
Tshombe was in power. ,,
A short while later Lumumba was
found murdered near Elizabethville.
Later a United States commission
reported that in aH probability
Tshombe
was
present
when
Lumumba was killed, that his government, directly or indirectly, contributed to the murder.
Since then Tshombe has been a
thorn in the side of the people of
the Congo, who are struggling to
improve their position and progress
towards full national sovereignty.
Now the imperialist Press, which
has condoned imperialist brutalities
everywhere, is alarmed, and expresses indignation that maybe the
Congolese people, so sorely tried
and persecuted and thwarted, by
the tool of their worst oppressors,
are at last bringing him to book.
"DAILY EXPRESS" main story
headed "Rescue Tshombe" tells of
a many-nation mobilisation of mercenaries who are arriving in Brussels and Paris; and the "SUNDAY
TRIBUNE" of Johannesburg reports
an American ex-Congo pilot being
willing to lead a rescue attempt to
free Tshombe.
"IRISH TIMES" (July 22nd): Mr.
Tshombe is a black eminence who
chose to throw in his lot with the
white devils. They see him simply
as a cunning, timeserving agent oi
Western imperialism, a betrayer not
only of his own people, but of a
racial revolution. He has blood on
his hands, including, perhaps, that
of Patrice Lumumba . . . [Butl . . .
the Algerian Government will have
done further serious damage to
what remains of an international
Code of civilised behaviour if they
persist in sending Mr. Tshombe to
his death.
"THE G U A R D I A N " (July 22nd):
The Algerian court decision wns a
shabby deal.
"REVOLUTION AFRICAINE," an
Algerian
magasine,
pays
that
"Moishe Tshombe will have to ac-

count for his crimes, whether in
Algeria, Kinshasa or elsewhere."

A WARNING
Many Congolese and Algerians too
will wish it was the directors of the
Union Miniire and the Belgian
Government they had in their custody, rather than their miserable
stooge—the
village grocer who
dabbled in politics and treachery.
But Tshombe's position today
should be a warning to all other
traitors
He was Prime Minister
of the Congo for a period as a
result of skullduggery, trickery and
treason.
Now he has fallen and
should be made to face the consequences.
There are others in the Congo and
elsewhere who also have- betrayed
and are holding back their people.
It could be that their days also
are numbered.
They should try
to make some amends for their past
and maybe a Just people will take
that into consideration when the
day comes.

ISRAELI PROVOCATION
In spite of the growing demand
that Israel should withdraw to the
pre-blitzkreig line, and enable progress to be made for a just settlement for all around, the Israeli
Government is maintaining its attitude.
"We hold what we have i n spite
of everything."
In this attitude they are being
supported by the United States
Government and the British Government. Apart from anything etae
these two governments consider that
their oil profits and supply as well
as the Suez Canal will be safer U
their Israeli protege is kept where
she is now, thus being able to exercise some influence over these
things. They do not trust the Arabs
whose countries are showing too
much determination to run their
own affairs.
All friends of the Jewish people
(and there are many) will wish that
they will use their influence to compel the present Israeli government
to relent and withdraw their forces
in the interests of peace and pro-

gress for both Jew and Arab.
An all-American attack upon the
negro people from North to South
and East to West has begun.
Latest news is that the regular
army paratroops, 5,000 of them
(which may have escalated since I
wrote this) are firing machine-guns
and sniping at the people from
military helicopters.
Considering'the U.S. Army experience in Vietnam, they should be
expert by now at killing. And they
are showing they don't care whom
they kiH, their .own people or
•foreigners", if they think it necessary for the protection of the Wall
Street millionaires.
But the American Negroes are
fighting back. They are no longer
satisfied with living in povertystricken, rat-ridden ghettoes and
always getting the worst and lowestpaid jobs. They want equal opportunities with all other Americans.
The first "Black Power" conference in Newark, New Jersey, over
the weekend of July 23rd, i n a Black
Manifesto, contained among other
demands, the following:—
(a) Training of a black militia for
"racial survival";
<b> Boycott of the Olympic Games
by Negroes;
(c) Rejection of birth control, as it
is an attempt to exterminate
blacks;
(d) It calls for black universities to
train revolutionaries, even a
study of possible "White" and
' Black" partition of America.
These proposals are not necessarily the last word. Ireland and
India have experience of portion and
have found it works against the
interests of all people n o matter
what side of the partition line they
are on.
But anyone still r e U i n l i * illusions
about the peaceful character of .imperialism should surely see the
error ef their ways.
The Utatted
States should withdraw Its troops
from Vietnam and use the money
save* to raise tbe states a a d living
standards of the American Ne«roe«.
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MEAGHER OF THE SWORD, 1867-1967
{
July 1st, 1867 a group of dust'
covered horsemen rode out of
the blazing Montana summer Into
Fort Benton, a small town on the
banks of the Missouri. The group
consisted of the Acting-Governor of
the Territory and a few of his
Volunteer officers; it was coming
to meet a steamboat carrying guns
and supplies for the protection of
Montana against a possible Sioux
outbreak.
The Acting-Governor was unwell:
his nerves were stretched to the
limit after his efforts to manage
his raw and violent territory; he
was exhausted with long days in
the saddle; he was suffering from
summer-sickness.
The pilot from
the steamboat, G.A. Thompson,
which was then moored to the bank,
offered the visitor his cabin and
saw him settled for the night.
After the pilot had left, the sentry
pacing the deck noticed a movement outside the cabin door and
had Just turned to resume his watch
when he heard a splash and a cry
for help. The river there is swift
and treacherous; by the time the
crew had gathered to throw ropes
and life-buoys their efforts were too
late.
That was the last that was ever
seen of Thomas Francis Meagher.
He was only 43 years old when
he died, but during his short life
he had been the greatest Irish
orator of his time; the English had
sentenced him to death for his
revolutionary activities; he had been
reprieved and transported to the
penal colony of Van Diemen's Land
but had escaped to the United
States and there become lecturer,
journalist, lawyer, explorer, Civil
War hero, and finally ActingGovernor of the Territory of
Montana.

E A R L Y LIFE AND
EDUCATION
This turbulent and varied life
began in Waterford on August 3rd,
1838. The Meaghers were well-todo, the family fortunes having been
established by his paternal grandfather in the Newfoundland trade.
His father was one of the richest
men in Waterford, where he married
Alicia
Quan, the daughter of
another merchant.
Meagher was educated by the
Jesuits, first at Clongowes in K i ^
dare and then at Stoneyhurst in
Lancashire, and was very happy at
school, though he was quick to
notice how the subject of Ireland
and its bitter politics was avoided.
Two events first directed his
thinking to national politics: one
was the discovery in Clongowes of
a . battered copy of the Catholic
Emancipation speeches made by
O'Oonndl and Shell in the 1830s;
the other was a visit to the Low
Countries in the summer of 1843,
where be saw in Belgium, so recently delivered from Dutch rule,
the promise of what Ireland could
become. ,
I n his studies Meagher was quick
and perceptive but lazy. He made
up tar months of neglect with a few
weeks' concentrated activity Just before examinations. Only in debating and English literature did he
apply himself with wholehearted
enthusiasm. At Stoneyhurst he defeated over five hundred rivals to
win the silver medal for composition

IRISH

POLITICS

He returned to Waterford at
Easter, IMS, to find the country in
a ferment. Daniel O'Connell was
the man of the hour.
He was
organising monster meetings all
over Ireland, demonstrating the
mighty pressure of public desire for
repeal-of the union of the British
and Irish parliaments.
This union had been sealed in
1800 and Ireland's voice—never a
very strong one, since her representatives came from the Protestant
land - owning ascendancy — was
drowned In Westminster.
Using
.strictly
constitutional
agitation,
though with the threat of force
implied, O'Connell had rallied the
masses of the people and In 1829
had succeeded in wresting Catholic
emancipation from Peel and Wellington.

But matters had improved little.
Ireland's demands were still cynically voted down; so, in 1840, O'Connell had launched his Repeal campaign to insist on the restoration
of an Irish legislature in Dublin.
With the great majority of the
people behind him he had nominated 1843 the Repeal year, and was
now whipping the country to a
frenzy.
Besides the massive drive of
O'Connell, another force was acting
in the land: in 1842 had appeared
the first issue of a new journal, the
-Nation." Written mainly by three
young men, Thomas Davis, Charles
Gavan Duffy and John Blake Dillon,
it restored to the Irish a pride in
their history, language and traditions, which centuries of repression
had all but eradicated; and offered
them a dream of a nation built on
mutual charity and trust, in which
Catholic, Protestant and Dissenter
could work together for the creation
of a bright young state in the Western seas.
These two influences—the oratory
of O'Connell and the impassioned
writings in the "Nation"—gave purpose and shape to the formless
nationalistic tendencies of the enthusiastic young Meagher. With his
father, then mayor of Waterford,
he attended the monster meetings
in the South and made his first
important speech at the Lismore
meeting in September. At the end
of that day O'Connell himself
clapped him on the shoulder, saying, "Well done, young Ireland!"
I n January, 1844, Meagher began
legal studies in Dublin, but he found
himself more attracted to the Repeal activities in Conciliation Hall,

A Centenary Article with
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ft ft ft
where a new national figure had
appeared. This was William Smith
O'Brien, a Protestant landowner
whose rigid honesty had led hirrj
to join forces with the Catholic
peasantry.
O'Brien's example and Thomas
Davis's writings were the two
greatest forces on Meagher's future
political conduct.
In September,
1845, Davis died and immediately
afterwards Meagher allied himself
with the "Nation" group—known as
Young Ireland—and thereby joined
probably the most gifted fraternity
of patriots in Irish history.
His
brilliant oratory soon earned h i m
a place as their recognised spokesman and in this capacity he bore
the brunt of the attack when
O'Connell drove the too-independent Young Irelanders out of his
party in 1846.

THE REVOLUTIONARY
The cause of the breach was
O'Connell's insistence on the immorality of force in all circumstances, a theory to which O'Brien
and the young men could not subscribe. His speech on the liberating
power of the sword earned Meagher
the nickname "Meagher of the
Sword."
O'Brien, Meagher. John Mitchel,
Gavan Duffy, Michael Doheny and

THE THREAT TO PR.
Letter from Hiss Lakeman
a m , — I n fighting the threat to PR,
^
it is important not to weaken
one's case by inaccuracies or exaggeration, and I am afraid your
article does this.
I n the first place, the connection
with the Common Market seems
dubious, since for Ireland to change
her electoral system would put her
out of line with all the E.E.C. members except Prance—the other five
all
use
proportional
systems
(although party list ones). It is
indeed true that an election under
the present system would enable the
Irish people to give their verdict for
or against accepting the Treaty of
Rome, just as the 1922 election
enabled them to show that the
majority wished to accept the
Treaty offered by Britain, but as
elections so far have not shown any
tendency to back anti-Common
Market candidates, this seems an
unlikely reason for the government's
attack on the system.
Secondly, the proposal for singlemember
constituencies
is
bad
enough without suggesting that it
necessarily means the possibility of
a Deputy being elected who represents less than half the voters; that
is true under the British system, but
not under the alternative vote
(Australian or Irish by-election
system) which Is the suggestion now
being canvassed.
Thirdly, it is not true that a
"bonus" system exists, or ever has
existed, in West Germany; the real
example is Greece. West German
elections are conducted in two
stages: the first is exactly as in
Britain, the second consists in adding seats from party lists so as to
make each party's total representation proportional to the votes cast
for it.
The bonus system is honest and
s e n i l e if one believes that "strong
government" is the essential requirement. If it is held that a parliamentary majority for one party is
so important as to Justify giving
one party that majority even if the
majority of the voters are against
it, then it is too important to be left
to chance.
Any single-member
system is very chancy—it quite
likely will give a majority of seats
to a party with less than half the
votes, but It mny also fail to do so;

in Canada it has failed four times
out of the last five elections. Anyone
who believes a one-party
majority to be essential ought to
advocate a bonus system; if he is
not prepared to do that, he must
admit that democracy comes first
and be prepared to adapt methods
of government to a situation in
which no one party has succeeded
in persuading a majority of the
voters that it should have all its
own way.
It is of course all too true that a
single-member system makes gerrymandesing very easy. It also means
that a government may be suspected
of gerrymandering even when It is
quite innocent—and the suspicion
may cause as much bad feeling as
the reality. Boundaries drawn for
perfectly honest, sensible reasons
may give wildly unfair results—e.g.
in the English city of Leicester we
had (under a Conservative government) two successive general elections in which the Conservatives
polled the most votes but Labour
won three out of the four seats.
That sort of nonsense cannot be prevented except by making Leicester
one 4-member PR constituency.
The threat to PR is indeed a
threat to the smaller parties, but it
is also a threat to all Irish people,
of whatever party, who believe that
the object of a general election Is
to find out what the people want
and to give it to them All democrats should unite to fight this
threat, and should not allow their
forces to be weakened by differences
of opinion about any other matter.
Yours faithfully,
ENID LAKEMAN
Director. Electoral
Reform Society.
London, S.W.I.

other prominent Young Irelanders
formed a new Repeal body, the Irish
Confederation, in January, 1847.
They still pledged themselves to
constitutional activity only, but 1847
was the worst year of the Great
Famine, when death and emigration were turning the land into a
stricken wilderness, and the Confederates gradually lost faith in
peaceful campaigning.
Under the influence of radicals
like John Mitchel the Confederation became a powder-keg to which
the French Revolution of February,
1848 set the spark.
Meagher
preached open sedition:—
" . . . if the Constitution opens to
us no path to freedom, if the
Union will b e maintained i n
spite of the will of the Irish
people, if the government of Ireland insist upon being a government of dragoons and bombardiers, of detectives and light infantry—then up with the barricades and invoke t h e God of
Battles! Should we succeed—oh!
think of the joy, the ecstasy, the
glory of this old Irish nation,
which in that hour will grow
young and strong again. Should
we fail, the country will not be
worth more than it is now. The
sword of famine is less sparing
than the bayonet of the soldier."
By that time he was the most

HUMAN
RIGHTS
YEAR
V^EXT year, 1968, has been
designated Human Rights
Year by the United Nations
Central Assembly. This has been
followed up in Britain by the
formation of a Committee for
Human Rights Year, under the
auspices of the United Nations
Association. Eighty-five organ-,
isations are already affiliated,
including the National Council
for Civil Liberties. The committee, which is now preparing a
programme, will have four main
objectives:—
(1) Education and publicity regard^
ing the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.
(2) The elimination of all forms of
racial discrimination in Britain.
(3) The elimination of all forms of
discrimination against women
in Britain.
(4) Assistance to people of British
dependent territories to realise
their human rights.
J?

V V

A T a meeting of the committee
earlier this year a resolution
was passed calling on the Government to make.it unlawful to practise racial discrimination in the
fields of housing, employment, commercial - services and In places of
public resort not covered by the
present Act.
One proposal before the committee is the organising of a march
across Britain by the Youth Group,
with meetings and speakers at
organisations
willing to receive
them.
It is hoped that the committee
will not overlook the situation in
Northern Ireland, where twenty of
the thirty provisions of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
are violated by the Special Powers
Acts.

THANKS TO OUR SUPPORTERS
r

| 1 HE Connolly Association acknowledges with thanks the
following donations received between April 28th and July 26th :
D. Weston 10, -, Hammersmith
readers £1
19s., West London
readers 19'9, Anon. £3 10s.. B. Farringdon £ 1 , E. ODonovan 14'-,
South London readers £1 3s. 7d ,

Kilburn readers 19/9d., B. Gordon
5,'-, C. Sullivan £ 2 2s. 6d„ John Meahan £1, Des Murphy £1, Anon. 10/-,
Camden Town readers 18/3, P.
Regan 10/-, Ford S.8. Committee
£2, Mary. Bolton 10/-, B. Gibbard £1,
Anon. 2/6, John Hynes 10/-, J. Tate
£1, Teresa Cronln 2/6, Sean Gray
4 6, per R. Rosslter 5/-, B. Farlev
£1 Total £23 16s. 4d.
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Nationalism and Provincialism
modernism run mad, but in creating for the needs of the national
in this epoch.

'THE first appearance on the
world scene of "committed
literature" was in Ireland.
This was the opinion expressed
by Aberdeen University lecturer Mr.
Brian Farrington of Dublin in a
talk to the Liverpool branch of the
Connolly Association at the Mitre
tavern on Thursday, July 20th.
Mr. Farrington had in mind
Thomas Davis and the Young Ireland poets and writers who set out
consciously to undo the ideological
conquest in the language of the invader.
He referred to the Gaelic source^
of the poetry of Mangan, but admitted that Davis possibly leaned
too heavily on the style of contemporary English writers.

V- V
T H O M A S F. M E A G H E R
popular of all the Irish leaders, his
oratory being the most fiery and
inspiriting of the period.
With
O'Brien and others he w e n t to
Paris in March to congratulate the
new Republic and brought back a
new flag, a tricolour of orange,
white and green, which he presented to the Irish-people, explaining
that the white symbolized peace between the green of the Catholics
and the orange of the Protestants
of Ireland. (It is not known who
designed the Irish
flag,
but
Meagher was always fond of banners and symbols and it is more
than likely that he designed it,
modelling it on the tricolour of the
French Republic).
The Confederates set about arming and drilling t h e i r
Clubs
throughout the country. The government tried O'Brien and Meagher
for sedition but their juries had not
been packed efficiently enough and
they were released. The next victim was Mitchel and in his case no
mistake was made. A shamelessly
packed jury found him guilty of
treason felony and he waj transported for fourteen years.
In
white hot rage Meagher pledged
that he would either defeat t h e
government in Ireland or force
them to pack more and more
juries.
"In this island," he promised,
"the English never—never shall
have rest. The work begun by
the Norman never shall be completed."
Efforts were redoubled in preparation for rebellion when the harvest
was in. Before the Confederates'
plans were mature, however, t h e
government struck: on July 21st,
1848 Habeas Corpus was suspended
and rewards were offered for the
capture of the Irish leaders. For
the next week they tried to rouse
the South to insurrection but their
hand had been forced too soon, the
people were demoralised by the
famine,
and
thev clergy were
actively opposed to a rising.
A brief clash between the rebels
and the police at Ballingarry — at
which Meagher was not even present, being engaged in trying to
muster the Waterford Clubs — and
the "Revolution" was over, Meagher,
O'Brien, Terence Bellew MacManus
and
Patrick
ODonohoe
were
tried that autumn In Clonmel and
sentenced to be hanged, drawn and
quartered.

THE FELON
Such a barbarous sentence could
not be carried out. Instead, the
four men were transported for life
to Van Diemen's Land. There they
received tlckets-of-leave, but were
confined to separate districts and
often found themselves the victims
of petty tyranny from the penal
officials.
In spite of this Meagher did his
best to accept his fate. He married
Catherine Bennett, the daughter of
a free settler, and tried to settle
down as a fanner at Lake Sorel
His volatile nature, however, rebelled against the restrictions of a
penal colony and at the beginning
of 1852, with the active support of
the free settlers, he escaped on a
ship bound for America.
His wife was to follow him as
(Continued on Page Five)
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/ \F the so-called Celtic renascence
" ' of the turn of the century he
said there were both genuine and
artificial elements within it, and
tried to draw a distinction between
nationalism, which was all-embracing and could absorb foreign elements, and provincialism
that
created and maintained local differences simply for the sake of being
different. He saw plenty of this in
Aberdeen where the city was 100 per
cent Scottish except in anything
who are against it.
White recognising their great
literary ability he felt that Sean
O'Casey, Brendan Behan and Edna
O'Brien should be criticised for succumbing, to the temptation of entertaining the English. They thereby
ceased to he national and became
provincial.

V V
I N the circles where he moved
"nationalism" was a dirty word.
But it was something more than
sporrans and Victorian bric-a-brac,
and if it could not survive by its
being an inescapable part of the
people, then it could not be preserved by conscious search for elements of the picturesque.
He thought the solution of the
national cultural problems did not
lie in rigid tradltionallsm> nor in

The next meeting is on August
16th and is to be addressed by Mr.
Anthony Coughlan.

They should have these things as
soon as they are old enough to use
them, and at eighteen they are.

Pot for the
crackpots

This is nothing to do with the
current claptrap that young people
"mature earlier" these days. They
have always been fit for adult status
at eighteen, and in many societies
have enjoyed it, as anybody with the
slightest knowledge of history or
geography is well aware.

No doubt some of its promoters
genuinely believe that, but others
will suspect they are reflecting the
interests of big drug monopolies
looking for a new field of profitable
expansion at the expense of the
breweries.
And where does the Government
stand? Old Mother Humbug, the
B.B.C., offers its perfumes to those
with a nose for villainy. The interviewer
treats
the
pot-smokers
gently, while almost bullying those
who are against it.

V V V
Already thousands die on the
roads because motorists impair their
powers of concentration through
alcohol. Are we to open up a new
field of faculty-impairment?
What are wanted are not fresh
avenues of escapism, evasion of responsibility, consciousness and selfcontrol, but the opposite, increased
ability to grasp life with one's sober
senses, with the consequent determination to clean up a corrupt
society.
It is on this that the Government
should reflect,, because frantic appeals and draconic police powers
are not going to prove sufficient.

from

soon as the child she was expecting was born. Meagher never saw'
his son: the infant died shortly
after birth and Is buried in Tasmania. Catherine eventually travelled to Ireland, where she was received with wild epthusiasm in
both Dublin and Waterford as the
wife of the beloved, hero.

THE

'FIFTIES
AMERICA

IN

The people of the United States
welcomed Meagher with open arms
as a young, handsome and romantic victim of European tyranny,
and for the next few years he
earned himself a nation-wide reputation as a lecturer, travelling
from New York to California and
a d d r e s s ing highly appreciative
audiences wherever he went. Many
state legislatures sent him invitations; he made friends among the
most prominent men in the land,
including Franklin Pierce, w h o
later became President; his name
was on everyone's lips.
In 1853 Catherine and his father
joined him, but the state of her
health made It necessary for her
to return to Ireland, where, In May
1854, she died after giving birth to
another son.
Meagher, unable to return to his
native land, resumed under Judge
Emmet of New York the law
studied that had Ueen interrupted in Ireland, and was admitted
to the New York Bar, the Supreme
Court of the State granting special
permission since he was not yet
formally a citizen. His law practice and a further series of lecturetours enabled him to marry again
in November 1855. His second wife
w a s Elizabeth Townsend,
the
daughter of a wealthy merchant,
and she became a devoted partner
•n all the difficulties and triumphs
of his subsequent career.
In Anril 1866 he launched the

r

JPHE proposal to give young
people adult status at the
age of 18 merits every support.
And they should have the vote
as well.

MEAGHER OF THE SWORD
(Continued

CITIZENS AT

About twenty-four people attended
the meeting and secretary John
McClelland reported on the talks he
had given to various branches of
the Labour Party.

J T is to be hoped that few will
be fooled into believing there
is anything "progressive" in the
current campaign to make cannabis smoking legal.
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"Irish News" and through its
columns supported the Democratic
Party, praised the activities of the
Filibusters in Central America, and
d e f e n d e d the Irish-Americans
against attacks from the KnowNothings and other anti-immigrant
bodies.
A famous law case, in
which he defended Fa bens, one of
the Nicaragua Filibusters, aroused
his personal Interest in Central
America.
He visited Costa Rica several
times in the years before the civil
war, first as a travelling Journalist,
then a s a gold prospector, and
finally as negotiator for a company
seeking land to build a railroad
across the country from the Atlantic to the Pacific. But the first gun
fired at Fort Sumter put an end to
his ambitions in Costa Rica.

THE CIVIL WAR
When the Southern States broke
away from the Union in 1861 and
Lincoln issued his call for volunteers, Meagher had to make a difficult decision; he had always supported the Democrats and liked the
South, but he considered it his duty
according to his oath of citizenship,
to act for the preservation of the
Union Accordingly, he formed a
company of Zouaves and led them,
In the ranks of the New York 69th,
"\§S the disastrous Battle of Bull
Run.
On his return to New York he
set about organising an Irish Brigade and by November 8th the first
company was ready to m o v e t o
Washington.
On February 3rd,
1862 he was officially appointed
Brigadier-General in the Army of
the Potomac.
His first campaign was in the
Seven Days' Battles, when Lee was
driving the Federal troops down
the Peninsula from Richmond.
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FREE QUEBEC?
/ GENERAL DE GAULLE certainly
"
set the cat among the pigeons
in Canada.
Only a few weeks after the mother
of the Queen of England had been
lecturing the French Canadians on
the virtues of staying as they are,
he dared to say "Long live free
Quebec."
If the people of Quebec are free,
then they will be able to decide
whether they want to belong to the
Canadian Federation or get out of
it. They should have the right to
decide. That is all De Gaulle said.
He added of course, by implication, that the present Canadian
•Government was selling the country
out to the U.S.A.
Is that far wrong?
4

T

4
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HE British Government dare not
queak.

Having pawned their resources to
the U.S.A. In return for American
backing of their investments, they
must carry out American orders and
beg their jway intft
Common
Market, there to act as America's
political stooge.
De Gaulle knows this. He remembers the time he was insulted and
cold-shouldered because the British
imperialists preferred the right-wing
Giraud.
And he treats the British ruling
class with the contempt he is now
in a position to show.
.•I
Contempt, incidentally, they no
more than deserve.

During those terrible days, at once a
retreat and a series of battles, the
Irish Brigade played an important
part in saving the Federtfl army.
Several times during the bloody
withdrawal Meagher halted the
advancing Confederates in their
tracks, at Gaines Mill saving a
whole division and holding the
Chlckahominy bridgehead until the
main body had reached safety.
"Boys," cried General Sumner as
Meagher's Irishmen went storming
past him at White Oak Swamp,
"you go in to save another day."
And a disgusted Cdtofaderate officer,
seeing the Brigade come at him
out of the smoke and flame of
the battle, swore, "Here's that
damned green flag again!"
At Antietam, where Meagher had
his horse shot from under him,
the Brigade added to its glory; but
it was at the disastrous attacks on
Marye's Heights above Fredericksburg in December 1862 that he and
his men wrote one of the most
stirring and heartbreaking chapters in military hlstarv. Up impossible slopes, against massed artillery and infantry, they charged
again and again, falling In even
lines as their attacks were shot Into
the ground. Of the five regiments
that had marched out of Fredericksburg
that
morning
with
sprigs of green In their caps, only
263 men remained alive.
The
finest epitaph for the dead was
written by an English correspondent:
". . . the bodies which lie in
dense masses within forty yards

EIGHTEEN

r P H E R E i.s no particular magic in
the number twenty-one. But
what has happened is that the
practice of using young people as
cheap labour till they are "of,age"
has to a great extent broken down.
The pillars of British society acknowledge only one measure of
"responsibility," the possession of
money. And so the young people
"mature earlier."
There is no particular magic
either in youth. Somebody said it
was the only disease which grows
better with time. Young people are
first and foremost people; and it
happens that they are also young.
They have freshness and vigour,
which society needs. They also lack
experience, but they will get that
whether they want it or not.
•ft
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r p H E best way to get. it is firsthand, and that is only possible
when they have the status to enable
them to do so. Far from brushing
experience aside most of them are
fully aware that they are only acquiring it. And the golden rule for
transcending human limitation is
"bring in somebody else," which they
try to do, when other people are
sufficiently interested.

W E STILL SAY
^PHE Labour Government has gone
back on practically all its election promises, and is widely discredited among the working-class
people of Britain, especially among
the Irish.

The young and the old inhabit one
world, and if that is not always
recognised, the blame lies neither on
the young nor the old but on the
organisation of Society, where every
traditional relationship is made into
a nonsense.
And whatever about all that, they
certainly can't make things worse!

Bang! Bang!
r p H E R E used to be a man in Dublin who would stop people in
the street and say "Bang! Bang!"
Just what condition his mind was
in, experts no doubt knew. They
could well be called in to the
British Ministry of Technology,
which seems to be in much the same
state.
So the unfortunate guinea-pigs
subjected
to
Mr.
Wedgewood
Benn's sonic booms might be forgiven for thinking.
Dentists are jolted while giving
injections. Instruments bounce off
a hospital table. Ceilings fall down.
Windows crash. And the seriousness
of the menace can be judged by the
fact that research is now to be conducted on constructing buildings
that will not be affected by regular
booms. Even the big-boys are worried. It's a pity about the poor dog
in his kennel. And you've heard
nothing yet!

ft ft ft

You waste your vote when you
vote for a policy you don't want, not
when you try unsuccessfully to put
in a candidate you do want

( J O what's the game? Is it that
^
the rulers of Britain have no
more real interest i n the people
than an army of occupation? No.
Not quite that. Those they regard
as the "people" are the "people with
the money," and a handful of these
have come to the conclusion that
they could sell £800 million worth
of supersonic planes to Europe providing they allow them to bang over
Britain and Ireland.
The taxpayer will have to foot the
tilll for the buildings that fall down,
and the death, disease and mental
illness that ensues.
In a democracy the people would
decide whether on balance it was
worth this to allow a tiny minority
to save a few minutes on a trip to
America. They might decide to
develop conversational
television,
and make unnecessary these "export-promoting" trips directors can
put on their expense 'sheets.
But then, this is not a democracy.
This is capitalism.

of the muzzles of Colonel Walton's guns are the best evidence
what manner of men they were
who pressed on to death with the
dauntlessness of a race which
has gained glory on a thousand
battlefields, and never m o r e
richly deserved it than at the
foot of Marve's Heights on the
13th day of December, 1862."

nor, holding the difficult post of
Acting-Governor. Montana was a
political
maelstrom:
lawlessness
was at war with the scarcely more
lawful vigilantes ; the legislature
and the executive were a t e a c h
other's throats; refugees from the
Confederate armies were pouring
in; and there was t h e constant
danger of a Sioux war.

The terrible losses sustained on
that day were not made up and at
Chancelorsvllle the Brigade could
do little more than support the
artillery. Having failed to get permission to withdraw his command
and recruit new troops, Meagher
resigned. But, though later to the
war he had charge of the Etowah
military district in Tennessee, his
heart was always with the men of
his beloved Brigade. "History," he
said, "has no power to bestow upon
me any higher distinction than
that I have been the general in
command of the Irish Brigade."

In his office or riding the mountains and plains the Acting-Governor toiled night and day to bring
order to the territory, clashing with
the vigilantes and with the Federal
judges who often thwarted his activities. He organised a b o d y ' Of
volunteers to meet the threat from
the Indians, and it was on Volunteer business that he rode into Ptort
Benton on that July day a century
ago. His body was never recovered
from the waters of the Missouri
river.

But we still say, on no account
support the Tories. The big Tory
vote in the municipal eieotions was
a mistake.
It was all due to the absurd notion
that if you vote for.-somebody who
doesn't get In, you have "wasted"
your vote.
What the electors should do is to
vote for those Labour men who have
been most faithful to their promhes
(allow them a wee bit of latitude),
and otherwise go for the small
parties.

The Confederates praised Meagher and his soldiers unreservedly.
Robert E. Lee said "Meagher . . .
rivalled Cleburne in bravery and
in the affection of his soldiers. The
gallant stand which his bold Brigade made on the heights of Fredericksburg is well known. Never
were men so brave. They ennobled
their race by their splendid gallantry on that desperate occasion."

MONTANA TERRITORY
After the war Meagher was appointed Secretary of Montana, but
he found himself, in the almost
permanent absence of the Gover-

In New York Richard O'Gorman.
his
fellow-rebej
from
Ireland!
spoke the funeral oration. It contains Meagher's most fitting epitaph :—
"Through all the vicissitudes of
his life he bore himself like a
man loyal to the good cause he
first loved—the salvation of his
native island and her people:
faithful to the flag he followed
—the flag of the republic which
gave him a welcome and a home;
loyal and faithful, not In seeming
or in words alone, hut the deeds
of earnest devotion and sacrifice
of self, wherein men put at
hazard what men most prize on
earth, ease and pleasure, and
liberty and life."
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/ \N July 1st, 1867 a group of dustcovered horsemen rode out of
the blazing Montana summer into
Fort Benton, a small town on the
banks of the Missouri. The group
consisted of the Acting-Governor of
the Territory and a few of his
Volunteer officers; it was coming
to meet a steamboat carrying guns
and supplies for the protection of
Montana against a possible Sioux
outbreak.

i
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The Acting-Governor was unwell:
his nerves were stretched to the
limit after his efforts to manage
his raw and violent territory; he
was exhausted with long days in
the saddle; he was suffering from
summer-sickness. The pilot from
the steamboat, G.A. Thompson,
which was then moored to the bank,
offered the visitor his cabin and
saw him settled for the night.
After the pilot had left, the sentry
pacing the deck noticed a movement outside the cabin door and
had just turned to resume his watch
when he heard a splash and a cry
for help. The river there is swift
and treacherous; by the time the
crew had gathered to throw ropes
and life-buoys their efforts were too
late.
That was the last that was ever
seen of Thomas Francis Meagher.
He was only 43 years old when
he died, but during his short life
he had been the greatest Irish
orator of his time; the English had
sentenced him to death for his
revolutionary activities; he had been
reprieved and transported to the
penal colony of Van Diemen's Land
but had escaped to the United
States and there become lecturer,
journalist, lawyer, explorer, Civil
War hero, and finally ActingGovernor of the Territory of
Mpntana.

E A R L Y LIFE AND
EDUCATION
This turbulent and varied life
began in Waterford on August 3rd,
1823. The MMghers were well-todo, the family fortunes having been
established by his paternal grandfather in the Newfoundland trade.
His father was one of the richest
men in Waterford, where he married
Alicia
Quan, the daughter of
another merchant.
Meagher was educated by the
Jesuits, fl^tt at Clongowes in Kiidare and then at Stoneyinrat in
Lancashire, and was very happy at
school, though he was quick to
notice how the subject of Ireland
and its bitter politics was avoided.
Two events first directed his
thinking to national politics: one
was the discovery in Clongowes of
a . battered copy" of the Catholic
Emancipation speeches made by
O'Connell and Shell in the 1830s;
the other was a visit to the Low
Countries in the summer of 1843,
where be saw in Belgium, so recently delivered from Dutch rule,
the promise of what Ireland could
become.
I n his studies Meagher was quick
and perceptive but lazy. He made
up for manths at neglect with a few
weeks' concentrated activity just before examinations. Only in debating and English literature did he
apply himself with wholehearted
enthusiasm. At Stoneyhurst he defeated over five hundred rivals to
win the silver medal for composition.
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POLITICS

He returned to Waterford at
Easter, IMS, to find the country in
a ferment Daniel O'Connell was
the man of the hour.
He was
organising monster meetings all
over Ireland, demonstrating the
mighty pressure of public desire for
repeal of the union of the British
and Irish parliaments.
This union had been sealed in
1800 and Ireland's voice—never a
very strong one, since her representatives came from the Protestant
land - owning ascendancy — was
drowned In Westminster.
Using
strictly
constitutional
agitation,
though with the threat of force
implied, O'Connell had rallied the
masses of the people and in 1829
had succeeded in wresting Catholic
emancipation from Peel and Wellington.

But matters had improved little.
Ireland's demands were still cynically voted down; so. in 1840, O'Connell had launched his Repeal campaign to insist on the restoration
of an Irish legislature in Dublin.
With the great majority of the
people behind him he had nominated 1843 the Repeal year, and was
now whipping the country fco a
frenzy.
Besides the massive drive of
O'Connell, another force was acting
in the land: in 1842 had appeared
the first issue of a new journal, the
"Nation" Written mainly by three
young men, Thomas Davis, Charles
Gavan Duffy and John Blake Dillon,
it restored to the Irish a pride in
their history, language and traditions, which centuries of repression
had all but eradicated; and offered
them a dream of a nation built on
mutual charity and trust, in which
Catholic, Protestant and Dissenter
could work together for the creation
of a bright young state in the Western seas.
These two influences—the oratory
of O'Connell and the impassioned
writings in the "Nation"—gave purpose and shape to the formless
nationalistic tendencies of the enthusiastic young Meagher. With his
father, then mayor of Waterford,
he attended the monster meetings
in the . South and made his first
important speech at the Lismore
meeting in September. At the end
of that day O'Connell himself
clapped him on the shoulder, saying, "Well done, young Ireland!"
In January, 1844, Meagher began
legal studies in Dublin, but he found
himself more attracted to the Repeal activities in Conciliation Hall,

A Centenary Article with
acknowledgments to
"EIRE IRELAND"
(Dept. of External Affairs i
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where a new national figure had
appeared. This was William Smith
O'Brien, a Protestant landowner
whose rigid honesty had led hinj
to join forces with the Catholic
peasantry.
'O'Brien's example and Thomas
Davis's writings were the two
greatest forces on Meagher's future
political conduct.
In September,
1845, Davis died and immediately
afterwards Meagher allied himself
with the "Nation" group—known as
Young Ireland—and thereby joined
probably the most gifted fraternity
of patriots in Irish history. His
brilliant oratory soon earned him
a place as their recognised spokesman and in this capacity he bore
the brunt of the attack when
O'Connell drove the too-independent Young Irelanders out of his
party in 1846.

THE REVOLUTIONARY
The cause of the breach was
O'Connell's insistence on the immorality of force in all circumstances, a theory to which O'Brien
and the young men could not subscribe. His speech on the liberating
power of the sword earned: Meagher
the nickname "Meagher of the
Sword."
O'Brien, Meagher. John Mitchel,
Gavan Duffy, Michael Doheny and

THE THREAT TO PR.
Letter from Miss Lakeman
a i R , - I n fighting the threat to PR,
it is important not to weaken
^
one's case by inaccuracies or exaggeration, and I am afraid your
article does this.
In the first place, the connection
with the Common Market seems
dubious, since for Ireland to change
her electoral system would put her
out of line with all the E.E.C. members except France—the other five
all
use
proportional
systems
(although party list ones). It is
indeed true that an election under
the present system would enable the
Irish people to give their verdict for
or against accepting the Treaty of
Rome, just as the 1922 election
enabled them to show that the
majority wished to accept the
Treaty offered by Britain, but as
elections so far have not shown any
tendency to back anti-Common
Market candidates, this seems an
unlikely reason for the government's
attack on the system.
Secondly, the proposal for singlemember constituencies
is bad
enough without suggesting that it
necessarily means the possibility of
a Deputy being elected who represents less than half the voters; that
is true under the British system, but
not under the alternative vote
(Australian or Irish by-election
system) which is the suggestion nowbeing canvassed.
Thirdly, it is not true that a
"bonus" system exists, or ever has
existed, in West Germany; the real
example is Greece. West German
elections are conducted in two
stages: the first is exactly as In
Britain, the second consists In adding seats from party lists so as to
make each party's total representation proportional to the votes cast
for it.
The bonus system Is honest and
sensible if one believes that "strong
government" is the essential requirement. If it is held that a parliamentary majority for one party is
so Important as to justify giving
one party that majority even If the
majority of the voters are against
it, then It is too Important to be left
to chance.
Any single-member
system is very chancy—It quite
likely will give a majority of seats
to a party with less than half the
votes, but It may also fail to do so;

in Canada it has failed four times
out of the last five elections. Anyone who believes a one-party
majority to be essential ought to
advocate a bonus system; if he is
not prepared to do that, he must
admit that democracy comes first
and be prepared to adapt methods
of government to a situation in
which no one party has succeeded
in persuading a majority of the
voters that it should have all its
own way.
It is of course all too true that a
single-member system makes gerrymandesing very easy. It also means
that a government may be suspected
of gerrymandering even when it is
quite innocent—and the suspicion
may cause as much bad feeling as
the reality. Boundaries drawn for
perfectly honest, sensible reasons
may give wildly unfair results—e.g.
in the English city of Leicester we
had (under a Conservative government) two successive general elections In whicn the Conservatives
polled the most votes but Labour
won three out of the four seats.
That sort of nonsense cannot be prevented except by making Leicester
one 4-member PR constituency.
The threat to PR is indeed a
threat to the smaller parties, but it
is also a threat to all Irish people,
of whatever party, who believe that
the object of a general election is
to find out what the people want
and to give It to them All democrats should unite to fight this
threat, and should not allow their
forces to be weakened by differences
of opinion about any other matter.
Yours faithfully,
ENID LAKEMAN
Director, Electoral
Reform Society.
London, S.W.I.

other prominent Young Irelanders
formed a new Repeal body, the Irish
Confederation, in January, 1847.
They still pledged themselves to
constitutional activity only, but 1847
was the worst year of the Great
Famine, when death and emigration were turning the land into a
stricken wilderness, and the Confederates gradually lost faith in
peaceful campaigning.
Under the influence of radicals
like John Mitchel the Confederation became a powder-keg to which
the French Revolution of February,
1848 set the spark.
Meagher
preached open sedition:—
" . , . if the Constitution opens to
us no path to freedom, if the
Union will b e maintained i n
spite of the will of the Irish
people, if the government of Ireland insist upon being a government of dragoons and bombardiers, of detectives and light infantry—then up with the barricades and invoke t h e God of
Battles! Should we succeed—oh!
think of the joy, the ecstasy, the
glory of this old Irish nation,
which in that hour will grow
young and strong again. Should
we fail, the country will not be
worth more than it is now. The
sword of famine is less sparing
than the bayonet of the soldier."
By that time he was the most

HUMAN
RIGHTS
YEAR
M E X T year, 1968, has been
J
designated Human Rights
Year by the United Nations
Central Assembly. This has been
followed up in Britain by the
formation of a Committee for
Human Rights Year, under the
auspices of the United Nations
Association. Eighty-five organisations are already affiliated,
including the National Council
for Civil Liberties. The committee, which is now preparing a
programme, will have four main
objectives:—
(1) Education and publicity regarding the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.
(2) The elimination of all forms of
racial discrimination in Britain.
(3) The elimination of all forms of
discrimination against women
in Britain.
(4) Assistance to people of British
dependent territories to realise
their human rights.

j?

V V

A T a meeting of the committee
^
earlier this year a resolution
was passed calling on the Government to make.it unlawful to practise racial discrimination in the
fields of housing, employment, commercial - services and in places of
public resort not covered by the
present Act.
One proposal before the commits
tee is the organising of a march
across Britain by the Youth Group,
with meetings and speakers at
organisations willing to receive
them.
.
It is hoped that the committee
will not overlook the situation in
Northern Ireland, where twenty of
the thirty provisions of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
are violated by the Special Powers
Acts.

THANKS TO OUR SUPPORTERS
r

p H E Connolly Association acknowledges with thanks the
following donations received between April 28th and J u l y 26th :
D. Weston 10, -, Hammersmith
readers £1
19s., West London
readers 19 9. Anon. £3 10s„ B. Farringdon £1,. E. ODonovan 14'-,
South London readers £1 3s. 7d.,

Ktlburn readers 19/9d., B. Gordon
5/-, C. Sullivan £2 2s. 6d„ John Meahan £1, Des Murphy £1, Anon. 10/-,
Camden Town readers 18/3, P.
Regan 10/-, Ford S.8. Committee
£2, Mary, Bolton 10/-, B. Gibbard £1.
Anon. 2/6, John Hynes 10/-, J. Tate
£1, Teresa Cronin 2/6, Sean Gray
4 6. per R. Rossiter 5'-, B. Farley
£1 Total £23 16s. 4d
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Nationalism and Provincialism
modernism run mad, but in creating for the needs of the national
in this epoch.

'TIIE first appearance on the
world scene of ''committed
literature" was in Ireland.
This was the opinion expressed
by Aberdeen University lecturer Mr.
Brian Farrington of Dublin in a
talk to the Liverpool branch of the
Connolly Association at the Mitre
tavern on Thursday, July 20th.
Mr. Farrington had in mind
Thomas Davis and the Young Ireland poets and writers who set out
consciously to undo the ideological
conquest in the language of the invader.
He referred to the Gaelic source^
of the poetry of Mangan, but admitted that Davis possibly leaned
too heavily on the style of contemporary English writers.

THOMAS F. MEAGHER
popular of all the Irish leaders, his
oratory being the most fiery and
inspiriting of the period.
With
O'Brien and others he w e n t to
Paris in March to congratulate the
new Republic and brought back a
new flag, a tricolour of orange,
white and green, which he presented to the Irish- people, explaining
that the white symbolized peace between the green of the Catholics
and the orange of the Protestants
of Ireland. (It is not known who
designed the Irish flag, b u t
Meagher was always fond of banners and symbols and it is more
than likely that he designed it,
modelling it on the tricolour of the
French Republic).
The Confederates set about arming and drilling t h e i r Clubs
throughout the country. The government tried O'Brien and Meagher
for sedition but their juries had not
been packed efficiently enough and
they were released. The next victim was Mitchel and in his case no
mistake was made. A shamelessly
packed jury found him guilty of
treason felony and he was transported for fourteen years.
In
white hot rage Meagher pledged
that he would either defeat t h e
government in Ireland or force
them to pack more and more
juries.
"In this island," he promised,
"the English never—never shall
have rest. The work begun by
the Norman never shall be completed."
Efforts were redoubled in preparation for rebellion when the harvest
was in. Before the, Confederates'
plans were mature, however, t h e
government struck: on July 21st,
1848 Habeas Corpus was suspended
and rewards were offered for the
capture of the Irish leaders. For
the next week they tried to rouse
the South to insurrection but their
hand had been forced too soon, the
people were demoralised by the
famine, and the' clergy were
actively opposed to a rising.
A brief clash between the rebels
and the police at Ballingarry — at
which Meagher was not even present, being engaged in trying to
muster the Waterford Clubs — and
the "Revolution" was over, Meagher,
O'Brien, Terence Bellew MacManus
and
Patrick
ODonohoe
were
tried that autumn in Clonmel and
sentenced to be hanged, drawn and
quartered.

THE FELON
Such a barbarous sentence could
not be carried out. Instead, the
four men were transported for life
to Van Diemen's Land. There they
received tickets-of-leove, but were
confined to separate districts and
often found themselves the victims
of petty tyranny from the penal
officials.
In spite of this Meagher did his
best to accept his fate. He married
Catherine Bennett, the daughter of
a free settler, and tried to settle
down as a farmer at Lake Sorel
His volatile nature, however, rebelled against the restrictions of a
penal colony and at the beginning
of 1852, with the active support of
the free settlers, he escaped on a
ship bound for America.
His wife was to follow him as
(Continued on Page Five)

/ AF the so-called Celtic renascence
^
of the turn of the century he
said there were both genuine and
artificial elements within it, and
tried to draw a distinction between
nationalism, which was all-embracing and could absorb foreign elements, and
provincialism
that
created and maintained local differences simply for the sake of being
different. He saw plenty of this in
Aberdeen where the city was 100 per
cent Scottish except in anything
who are against it.
While recognising their great
literary ability he felt that Sean
O'Casey, Brendan Behan and Edna
O'Brien should be criticised for succumbing to the temptation of entertaining the English. They thereby
ceased to be national and became
provincial.
# .J? ^
TN the circles where he moved
"nationalism" was a dirty word.
But it was something more than
sporrans and Victorian bric-a-brac,
and if it could not survive by its
being an inescapable part of the
people, then it could not be preserved by conscious search for elements of the picturesque.

The next meeting is on August
16th and is to be addressed by Mr.
Anthony Coughlan.

They should have these things as
soon as they are old enough to use
them, and at eighteen they are.

Pot for the
crackpots

This is nothing to do with the
current claptrap that young people
"mature earlier" these days. They
have always been fit for adult status
at eighteen, and in many societies
have enjoyed it, as anybody with the
slightest knowledge of history or
geography is well aware.

And where does the Government
stand? Old Mother Humbug, the
B.B.C., offers its perfumes to those
with a nose for villainy. The interviewer treats
the pot-smokers
gently, while almost bullying those
who are against it.
V #

V

Already thousands die on the
roads because motorists impair their
powers of concentration through
alcohol. Are we to open up a new
field of faculty-impairment?
What are wanted are not fresh
avenues of escapism, evasion of responsibility, consciousness and selfcontrol, but the opposite, increased
ability to grasp life with one's sober
senses, with the consequent determination to clean up a corrupt
society.
It is on this that the Government
should reflect,, because frantic appeals and draconic police powers
are not going to prove sufficient.

MEAGHER OF THE SWORD
(Continued

from

soon as the child she was expecting was born. Meagher never saw
his son: the infant died shortiy
after birth and is buried in Tasmania. Catherine eventually travelled to Ireland, where she was received with wild epthusiasm in
both Dublin and Waterford as the
wife of the beloved, hero.

THE

'FIFTIES
AMERICA

IN

The people of the United States
welcomed Meagher with open arms
as a young, handsome and romantic victim of European tyranny,
and for the next few years he
earned himself a nation-wide reputation as a lecturer, travelling
from New York to California and
a d d r e s s ing highly appreciative
audiences wherever he went. Many
state legislatures sent him invitations; he made friends among the
most prominent men in the land,
including Franklin Pierce, w h o
later became President; his name
was on everyone's lips.
In 1853 Catherine and his father
joined him, but the state of her
health made it necessary for her
to return to Ireland, where, in May
1854, she died after giving birth to
another son.
Meagher, unable to return to his
native land, resumed under Judge
Emmet of New York the law
studied that had tieen interrupted in Ireland, and was admitted
to the New York Bar, the Supreme
Court of the State granting special
permission since he was not yet
formally a citizen. His law practice and a further series of lecturetours enabled him to marry again
in November 1855. His second wife
was Elizabeth Townsend, t h e
daughter of a wealthy merchant,
and she became a devoted partner
'n all the difficulties and triumphs
"f his subsequent career.
In Anril 1856 he launched the

r 1

j HE proposal to give young
people adult status at the
age of 18 merits every support.
And they should have the vote
as well.

No doubt some of its promoters
genuinely believe that, but others
will suspect they are reflecting the
interests of big drug monopolies
looking for a new field of profitable
expansion at the expense of the
breweries.

He theught the solution of the
national cultural problems did not
lie in rigid traditionalism, nor in

CITIZENS AT

About twenty-four people attended
the meeting and secretary John
McClelland reported on the talks he
had given to various branches of
the Labour Party,

J T is to be hoped that few will
be fooled into believing there
is anything "progressive" in the
current campaign to make cannabis smoking legal.

V V V
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"Irish News" and through its
columns supported the Democratic
Party, praised the activities of the
Filibusters in Central America, and
d e f e n d e d the Irish-Americans
against attacks from the KnowNothings and other anti-immigrant
bodies. A famous law case, in
which he defended Fabens, one of
the Nicaragua Filibusters, aroused
his personal interest in Central
America.
He visited Costa Rica several
times in the years before the civil
war, first as a travelling journalist,
then a s a gold prospector, and
finally as negotiator for a company
seeking land to build a railroad
across the country from the Atlantic to the Pacific. But the first gun
fired at Fort Sumter put an end to
his ambitions in Costa Rica.

THE CIVIL WAR
When the Southern States broke
away from the Union in 1861 and
Lincoln issued his call for volunteers, Meagher had to make a difficult decision; he had always supported the Democrats and liked the
South, but he considered it his duty
acoording to his oath of citizenship,
to act for the preservation of the
Union Accordingly, he formed a
company of Zouaves and led them,
in the ranks of the New York 69th,
at the disastrous Battle of Bull
Run.
On his return to New York he
set about organising an Irish Brigade and by November 8th the first
company was ready to m o v e t o
Washington.
On February 3rd,
1862 he was officially appointed
Brigadier-General In the Army of
the Potomac.
His first campaign was in the
Seven Days' Battles, when Lee was
driving the Federal troops down
the Peninsula from Richmond.

FREE QUEBEC?
ENERAL DE GAULLE certainly
^
set the cat among the pigeons
in Canada.
Only a few weeks after the mother
of the Queen of England had been
lecturing the French Canadians on
the virtues of staying as they are,
he dared to say "Long live free
Quebec."
If the people of Quebec are free,
then they will be able to decide
whether they want to belong to the
Canadian Federation or get out of
it. They should have the right to
decide. That is all De Gaulle said.
He added of course, by implication, that the present Canadian
•Government was selling the country
out to the U.S.A.
Is that far wrong?

EIGHTEEN

f P H E R E is no particular magic in
the number twenty-one. But
what has happened is that the
practice of using young people a.s
cheap labour till they are "of,age"
has to a great extent broken down.
The pillars of British society acknowledge only one measure of
"responsibility," the possession of
money. And so the young people
"mature earlier."

The young and the old inhabit one
world, and if that is not always
recognised, the blame lies neither on
the young nor the old but on the
organisation of Society, where every
traditional relationship is made into
a nonsense.

There is no particular magic
either in youth. Somebody said it
was the only disease which grows
better with time. Young people are
first and foremost people; and it
happens that they are also young.
They have freshness and vigour,
which society needs. They also lack
experience, but they will get that
whether they want it or not.

Bang! Bang!

ft ft ft
rjPHE best way to get. it is firsthand, and that is only possible
when they have the status to enable
them to do so. Far from brushing
experience aside most of them are
fully aware that they are only acquiring it. And the golden rule for
transcending human limitation is
"bring in somebody else," which they
try to do, when other people are
sufficiently interested.

WE STILL SAY
'JPHE Labour Government has gone
back on practically all' its election promises, and is widely discredited among the working-class
people of Britain, especially among
the Irish.

And whatever about all that, they
certainly can't make things worse!

"TiHERE used to be a man in Dublin who would stop people in
the street and say "Bang! Bang!"
Just what condition his mind was
in, experts no doubt knew. They
could well be called in to the
British Ministry of Technology,
which seems to be in much the same
state.
So the unfortunate guinea-pigs
subjected
to
Mr.
Wedgewood
Benn's sonic booms might be forgiven for thinking.
Dentists are jolted while giving
injections. Instruments bounce off
a hospital table. Ceilings fall down.
Windows crash. And the seriousness
of the menace can be judged by the
fact that research is now to be conducted on constructing buildings
that will not be affected by regular
booms. Even the big-boys are worried. It's a pity about the poor dog
in his kennel. And you've heard
nothing yet:
ft ft ir

no

You waste your vote when you
vote for a policy you don't want, not
when you try unsuccessfully to put
In a candidate you do want

( J O what's the game? Is it that
the rulers of Britain have no
^
more real interest in the people
than an army of occupation? No.
Not quite that. Those they regard
as the "people" are the "people with
the money," and a handful of these
have come to the conclusion that
they could sell £800 million worth
of supersonic planes to Europe providing they allow them to bang over
Britain and Ireland.
The taxpayer will have to foot the
bill for the buildings that fall down,
and the 'death, disease and mental
illness that ensues.
In a democracy the people would
decide whether on balance it was
worth this to allow a tiny minority
to save a few minutes on a trip to
America. They might decide to
develop conversational television,
and make unnecessary these "export-promoting" trips directors can
put on their expense "sheets.
But then, this is not a democracy.
This is capitalism.

During those terrible days, at once a
retreat and a series of battles, the
Irish Brigade played an important
part in saving the Fedenfl army.
Several times during the bloody
withdrawal Meagher halted the
advancing Confederates in their
tracks, at Gaines Mill saving a
whole division and holding the
Chickahominy bridgehead until the
main body had reached safety.

of the muzzles of Colonel Walton's guns are the best evidence
what manner of men they were
who pressed on to death with the
dauntlessness of a race which
has gained glory on a thousand
battlefields, and never m o r e
richly deserved it than at the
foot of Marye's Heights on the
13th day of December, 1862."

nor, holding the difficult post of
Acting-Governor. Montana was a
political
maelstrom: lawlessness
was at war with the scarcely more
lawful vigilantes ; the legislature
and the executive were a t e a c h
other's throats; refugees from the
Confederate armies were pouring
in; and there was t h e constant
danger of a Sioux war.

The terrible losses sustained on
that day were not made up and at
Chancelorsville the Brigade could
do little more than support the
artillery. Having failed to get permission to withdraw his command
and recruit new troops, Meagher
resigned. But. though later to the
war he had charge of the Etowah
military district in Tennessee, his
heart was always with the men of
his beloved Brigade. "History,'' he
said, "has no power to bestow upon
me any higher distinction than
that I have been the general in
command of the Irish Brigade."

In his office or riding the mountains and plains the Acting-Governor toiled night and day to bring
order to the territory, clashing with
the vigilantes and with the Federal
judges who often thwarted his activities. He organised a b o d y ' of
volunteers to meet the threat from
the Indians, and it was on Volunteer business that he rode into Fort
Benton on that July day a century
ago. His body was never recovered
from the waters of the Missouri
river.

ft ft ft
British Government dare not
THEqueak.
Having pawned their resources to
the U.S.A. in return for American
backing of their investments, they
must carry out American orders and
beg their *ray lata
Common
Market, there to act as America's
political stooge.
De Gaulle knows this. He remembers the time he was insulted and
cold-shouldered because the British
imperialists preferred the right-wing
Giraud.
And he treats the British ruling
class with the contempt he is now
in a position to show.
Contempt, incidentally, they
more than deserve.

"Boys," cried General Sumner as
Meagher's Irishmen went storming
past him at White Oak Swamp,
"you go in to save another day."
And a disgusted Confederate officer,
seeing the Brigade come at him
out of the smoke and flame of
the battle, swore, "Here's that
damned green flag again!"
At Antietam, where Meagher had
his horse shot from under him,
the Brigade added to its glory; but
It was at the disastrous attacks on
Marye's Heights above Fredericksburg in December 1862 that he and
his men wrote one of the mast
stirring and heartbreaking chapters in military historv. Up impossible slopes, against massed artillery and infantry, they charged
again and again, falling In even
lines as their attacks were shot into
the ground. Of the five regiments
that had marched out of Fredericksburg
that morning
with
sprigs of green in their caps, only
263 men remained alive.
The
finest epitaph for the dead was
written by an English correspondent :
". . . the bodies which He in
d«ise masses within forty yards

But we still say, on no account
support the Tories. The big Tory
vote in the municipal elections was
a mistake.
It was all due to the absurd notion
that if you vote for somebody who
doesn't get in, you have "wasted"
your vote.
What the electors should do is to
vote for those Labour men who have
been most faithful to their promises
(allow them a wee bit of latitude),
and otherwise go for the small
parties.

The Confederates praised Meagher and his soldiers unreservedly.
Robert E. Lee said "Meagher . . .
rivalled Cleburne in bravery and
in the affection of his soldiers. The
gallant stand which his bold Brigade made on the heights of Fredericksburg is well known. Never
were men so brave. They ennobled
their race by their splendid gallantry on that desperate occasion."

MONTANA TERRITORY
After the war Meagher was appointed Secretary of Montana, but
he found himself, in the almost
permanent absence of the Gover-

In New York Richard O'Oorman,
his
fellow-re bej from
Ireland,
spoke the funeral oration. It contains Meagher's most fitting epitaph :—
"Through all the vicissitudes of
his life he bore himself like a
man loyal to the good cause he
first loved—the salvation of his
native Island and .her people:
faithful to the flag he followed
—the flag of the republic which
gave him a welcome and a home;
loyal and faithful, not in seeming
or in words alone, hut the deeds
of earnest devotion and sacrifice
of self, wherein men put at
hazard what men most prize on
earth, ease and pleasure, and
liberty and life."
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ERIN'S LOVELY LEE
KELLY OF KILANNE

With the Fenian

I was forced to roam, from sweet Cloghroe, down

wind

from

the sun

blows

his messenger

This gallant band of Fenian men from Erin's Lovely

Forth ;

man!

The mountains of Kilclooney a n d

Led by Kelly, the boy from K i f a n n e ! "

Or could

the gold curling

hair,

man!

He also asked me could I tell where Wolfe Tone's body lay,
Or did I know the resting place of Emmet's sacred clay,

Kitanne."

And what of Michael Dwyer, the Wicklow

"Enniscorthy's in flames, and old Wexford is won,

the gateway

All the Forth men and Bargy men

of

But t h e foremost
Will

of all

Before I left old

Ross!
heath

Ireland, I passed through sweet

Kildare,

In passing round through Dublin Town I passed St. Werburgh's

van;

tomb,

Tis there young Robert Emmet lies, a patriot so true.

in that g r i m gap of death

be Kelly, the boy from

pride,

The grass is green on Bodenstown, Wolfe Tone is lying there!

march o'er the

W i t h brave Harvey to lead on the

mountains'

Or of the three Manchester Martyrs now sleeping side by side.

w e w i n cross;

On a h i l l o'er the town we have planted a gun
That will batter

Lee.

We raised the shamrock on our flag, the Harp w i t h o u t the Crown."

Fling your beavers aloft and give three ringing cheers

tomorrow

Aherlow,

When he gave the word we raised a cheer that made the tyrants frown,

" A h , my lads, that's the pride of the bold Shelmaliers,

And the Barrow

of

And the tower that Captain Mackey sacked, 'twas by his side I s t o o d ;

And he looks like a king in command !"

For John Kelly, the boy from

the Glen

I tell where Crowley fell, his native land to flee,

" T i s I can tell where Crowley fell, t w a s in Kilclooney's wood,

Seven feet is his height, with some inches to spare,

Mong the greatest of heroes a

And now

Kilanne!

I'm tired of foreign lands, I'm going to cross the main,

To feel the grasp of friendship's h a n d when I return

But the gold sun of freedom grew darkened at Ross

again;

When I go home to sweet Ctaghroe the boys will welcome me,

' A n d it sank 'neath the Slaney's red waves!

And we'll help to float the Fenian boat down Erin's

Lovely

Lee.

And poor Wexford, stripped naked, b a n g high on a cross
With
Glory 4 ) !

her heart
Glory 0 !

pierced by traitors and

Glory

0!

to Mount

staves!

to her brave sons who died

F o r the cause of long-downtrodden
Leinster's own

Dauntless Kelly, the boy from

darling and

THE B O S T O N BURGLAR

pride-

Kilanne!

THE HUSH SOLDIER
a morning in July I was walking te Ttpperary
When t heard a battle-cry from the mountains overhead;
As I looked up in the sky I saw an Irish soldier laddie—
at me most fearlessly and said:—
CHORUS

"Will you stand in the van like a true Irishman?
We go to fight the forces of the Crown.
WW you march with O'Neill to an Irish battlefield?
For tonight we go to free old Wexford town."
8aM * to the soldier boy "WW you take me to your captain?
ttdtto
n y pride ami Joy, for to march with you today.
j e n g brother toll at Rets and my son at Enntscorthy."
onto t l x noMe captain I did sayi—
"I will stand . .
etc.
Ae we marched book from the field in the shadow of the evening,
WKh-our banners tying low to the memory of the dead; .
Wo retimed back to our homes, but without our soldier laddie,
> BnS 4 newer will forget those words he said:—
va stand . . ." etc.

AT

Glendalongh lived an old saint
W h o wat famous for deeds of austerity;
ffto manners were curious and spuUnt,
For on women he looked with asperity.
He was fond of reading a book
W h e n he ooiitd get one to his wishes,
m m fonder of.Mrttif* his hook
Afl in among the young fishes.
foldedol day
foldedol a d d *
foldedol day
foldedol daddy.

But as he was ftshin' one day,
A* catching some kind of a trout, sir,
Yonng Kathleen was walkln' that way,
JlMt to see what the saint was about, sir.
* Y W n a mighty fine fisher," says K a t e ,
* T i t yourself is the boy that can hook 'em,
B a t w h e n yon have caught them so note.
Don't you want a young woman t o

Central London
Meeting's

•

WAS born and bred in Boston, boys, a place you all know well,
Brought up by honest parents, the trutti to you I'll tell;
Brought up by honest parents and roared most tenderly
Till I became a sporting blade at the age of twenty-three.

283 G R A Y S I N N R O A D
WEDNESDAYS
S p,m.

My character was taken and I was brought to trial
My parents thought to bail me out, but I was kept in jari.
The jury found me guilty and the judge he wrote it down—
"For robbing of the Union Bank you are sent to Charlestown."

AUGUST 9th—
ANTHONY COUGHLAN
"Ireland's Fight against
the Common Market."

I saw my aged father and he standing by the Bar,
Likewise my loving mother a-tearing out her hair,
A-tearing of her old grey locks and the tears eame triokting downSaying, "John, my son, what have you done to be sent to Charleetown?"

AUGUST 23rd—
HUGH CASSIDY
" T h e L u m p ' a n d the
Building Trade."

AUGUST 30th—

There's a girl in Boston City, boys, a girl 4 do love well,
And H o'er I get my liberty with her 1 mean to #*eW,
If e'er 1 get my liberty, bad company i Wffl stain,
And the robbing of the Union Bank, likewise the drinking of rum.
Ye lads that are at liberty should keep It while ye can;
Don't roam the streets by night or day or break the taws of man;
For If ye do ye're sure to rue and become a man Uke me
A-serving out your twenty years in the penitentiary.

THE GLENOALOUGH SAINT

Chorus: Foldedol,
Foldedol,
Foldedol,
Foldedol,

CONNOLLY
ASSOCIATION

man!

P. J . M c C A L L .

'

GERARD
CURRAN

"Begone out of that," says the saint,
" F o r I am a man of great piety ;
Me character I wouldn't taint
By keeping that class of society."
But Kathleen, she wouldn't give in,
For when he got h o m e to his roskery
He found her a-sitttfT therein
A-potishing up his old crockery.
He gave the poor creature a shake,
Uh ! I wish that the peelers had caught
him;
For he threw her down into the take
And she sank all the way to the bottom.
It is rumoured from that very day
Kathleen's ghost canfee seen on the river;
And the saint d i d n f Hve very long
For he died of some kind of a fever.
Foldedol,
Foldedol,
Foldedol,
Foldedol,

foldedol
foldedol
foldedol
foldedol

day
addy
day
daddy.

A T the Connolly Association
rally to Trafalgar Square
on June istk a member of the
audience titled in an applioathm form for uwnliei slilp,
which he handed to a steward
with the awn of ft/-.
Unfortunately ttie form was
mislaid before it reached our
office, and we have therefore
no way of reaching the gentleman. We are Informed that he
lived in the vicinity of Bow,
London.
We hope he will get in touch
with the OonndBy Association,
288 Grays Inn Road, London,
W.C.I.

NEWS FLASH
Many agricultural machines ane
working at '66 per cent capacity because operators found working them
intolerable at full speed*. There was
research Into r*pwl harvesting of
potatoes without damaging them, but
none to And out if their operation Is
harmful to the worker. This point
has Just been made by Mr. Dennis
Hodsdon, of the NationaJ Union of
Agricultural Workers.

DESMOND GREAVES
"Michael Collins, mystery
man of the Irish
Revolution."

DISPERSAL OF
SMALL F A R M S
CONDEMNED
RESOLUTION demanding a
halt to the present trend of the
dispersal of email farms in Ireland
was passed at a meeting of the
Westmeath Land Le;igue in Mullingar.

A

Mr. Dan McCarthy, chairman ol
the league, said they believed the
right policy was not to form estates,
but to use the farms which came
on the market to raise up uneconomic holdings for people who would
otherwise have to emigrate.
Mr. Peadar O'Donnell said people
In Ireland today who thought it was
in the nature of the economy that
big units should rise in industry and
trade, and who were fatalistic about
the dispersal of small farms and the
creation of estate*, were not the progressive theorists they considered
themselves to be. Their thought
was divorced from real life, he said.
The meeting was also addressed
by Mr. Seanms Bleak ley, secretary.
Athlone Council ai Trade Unions,
and by Mr. Patrick Rower and Mr.
Edward Gilligan, joint secretaries
of the league.

" T h e Passing of the Irish Act of
U n i o n — a study in Parliamentary Politics," by C. G. Bolton (Oxford University Press.
38/-).
I N

THE ISLANDS
OF IRELAND
"The Islands of Ireland," by
Thomas. H. Mason (a Mercier
paperback, 15/-).

Or the tower that Captain Mackey sacked down Erin's Lovely

He who rides at the head of your b a n d ?

|

Lee.

And one of them stepped up to me and asked me did I know,

For the bays march at morn from the South to the North,

"Tell me who is that giant with

edited by

Erin's Lovely Lee.

The Yankee boys with stars and stripes came flocking round to see

news, goodly news, do I bring, Youth of

Goodly news shall you hear, Bargy

America,

Just like an arrow through the air we landed in New York.

here

W i t h a hymn of the dawn for the free?"
"Goodly

for

WHITEWASHING THE UNION

BOOKS

For six long days we ploughed the seas, from Queenstown Cove in Cork,

With your long-barrelled gun of the sea?
what

boys from Erin's isle, bound

quay,

In travelling with this gallant band, as you will plainly see

- y y H A r S the news ? What's the news ? 0 my bold Shelmalier,
Say

M a r c h the 6th, in 'sixty-nine, I sailed from Queenstown

Q N

THE IRISH DEMOCRAT
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THE IRISH DEMOCRAT

T LIVED for two years on one of
the islands dealt with ir> this
book. One of the earliest lessons I
had to learn was that islanders delight in pulling the legs of
"foreigners." a pastime with a long
history, going, back to the tales told
to Caesar'sfield-researcherswhen he
was preparing material for the De
Bello Gallico. Ask. a lighthousekeeper about winter storms and you
are likely to hear of billows as
gigantic as the ones reported to
Thomas Mason by the keeper on
Skfillig Michael, which sometimes
broke over the lighthouse, 200 feet
above sea-level. I t is well to acquire a mental scaling-down technique if you are planning a record
of fact.
Islanders will justify this innocent self-indulgence by claiming
that visitors always expect them to
behave in a pixilated sort of way.
It is widely believed that they have
access to arcane knowledge, that
they represent a lost race, and that
they are uniformly dedicated to the
preservation of folklore, with a
lively interest m the story of Robert
Brace and the spider or In the
affinities between the legends of Hy
Brasil and of the Lost Atlantis.
Thomas Mason has not completely avoided these two pitfalls of
credulity and romanticism. I do not
believe, as he does, that the people
of Tnishmurray expected him to die
because his tent had been pitched
overnight on holy ground, or that
the flash of his camera-bulb on
Achill was feared as a manifestation
of the devil. If builders never extended a house in a westerly direction, I prefer to see this as a practice dictated by
the climate
rather than as obedience to an
andeat'tstea
THE author vat a D«Win businessman of a philosophical cast of
mind. His hobby 01 bird photography took hiru on annual journeys to the coast from about 1&00
until 1836, when the book was
written.
He had the strongest
affection for the islands, especially
the Aran group. He must have been
an indefatigable note-taker. He has
left an accurate record of the
methods used from Tory to the
Blaskets In housebuilding, weaving,
basketworfc, fishing, boat-making,
ind of their peculiar dress, their
food, marriage customs, and, what is
perhaps of greatest Interest, the
painful and unrewarding process by
which fields are manufactured out
of alternate layers of sand and seaweed.
The book also contains exact information en eaUqaittes U*e the loit
of Dun ftragas ana the Owen
Churches of Inishmore, the association of Inishmurray
with St.
ComciUe, and much besides. Considerable historical sense is shown
in the linking of prehistoric, early
Christian and medieval themes.
There is a summary of the story of
Oanuafle of C l a n Bland, and the
author relates how the Aran
Islands, to wttfeh the FirMgs are
believed to have fled after (hair deTeat by the Fomorians at the battle
of Moytura in Clare, were alse a
haven for priests during the Cromwellian perseeutten, far
United
Irishmen, and for those who en:aged the Black and Tans.
' T H I S is a subjective book. The
plundering of the Islanders'
I'shlng-grounds by British and continental trawlers gives rise to an
indignant comment on the tneptl'"de of the Free State government.
There is criticism of the language
policy, of Mho naglMit of ancient m

1800 the Irish Parliament
voted itself out of existence
in favour of a union with Great
Britain. Historians have traditionally maintained that the
union was carried by bribery
and corruption. A book has now
appeared which attempts to
refute this.
Dr. Bolton admits that corruption played its part, but asserts that
political and economic factors were
more important.
In my opinion he fails to prove
his case. Obviously the Union was
not debated and voted on without
reference to the issues of the day.
Hie Catholic clergy, for example,
favoured it, on half-promises of a
fairer deal from a united Imperial
Parliament than they were getting
from the Protestant Parliament in
Dublin. This was matched by opposition to the Union from the
majority of Orange Lodges. The
merchants of Dublin were opposed,
fearing the decline of Dublin with
the loss of its parliament, while
the Cork merchants favoured it, in
the hope of increased trade.
"TT17HAT was the British Govern" raent after? With its own
Parliament, Ireland was on the way
to becoming a serious economic
rival. A good argument for a union.
There were other factors. Catholic
emancipation was inevitable. The
Rising of 1795 showed that it was
no longer possible to hold down the
mass of the people. However once

the Catholics were fiee the Dublin
Parliament in time would become
nationalistic.
The solution was
gradual concessions to the Catholics,
allied to the abolition of the Dublin Parliament, so that the growth
of Catholic influence could be
safely contained in a united Parliament.
Political and economic arguments
therefore existed on both sides. But
when the Union was first proposed
in January 1799, it was defeated by
a slender majority in the Irish
House of Commons. When it was
passed the following year, the antiUnionist vote remained substantially the same. However almost
one-third of the 400 members abstained or were absent in 1799. I t
was their votes which swung the
Union in 1800.
rPHE British administration lost
no time, following the reversal
in 1799. A sum of £1,500,000 was
made available, ostensibly as compensation to borough owners, who
were to receive £15,000 for the loss
of each seat.
Walpole in his
"History of the Kingdom of Ireland," writes:—
"Lord Ely eventually received no
less than £45,000 for his six seats.
"Irish peerages, English peerages, stops
In the peerage,
baronetcies, bishoprics, livings,
judgeships, regiments; places and
preferments legal civil and military; social advancement, castle
patronage, flattering condescension, even direct bribes in hard
cash, were lavished with an unsparing hand according to the
character and weakness of the individual to ha secured. Twentytwo Irish peerages were conferred,
six English peerages, and twenty-

Welfare for the rich
"Soeiaf Policy in th« Irish Republic,* by P. Kaim-Caudle
(Routledge & Kegan Paul,
paperback, 7/6).
I \R. KAIM-CAUDLE, lecturer in
' ' social administration:, University of Durham, spent nine months
in Ireland in 1963-64 at tike invitation of fee Economic Research Institute la Dublin to write a comparison between Irish social services and
those of the E.E.C. countries
At
the time the Republic considered its
entry into the Common Market imminent and Dr. Kalm-Caude's very
thorough statistical comparison was
published by the Economic Research
Institute in June, 1964. I mention
this because Irish readers may wonder wiry an English lecturer should
show such interest in and haw sufficient knowledge of Irish social
policy to write a book about it.
"Social Policy in the Irish Republic" will appeal essentially to two
types of readers. The first are all
those professionally interested in or
concerned wrth social administration and policy in the Republic.
Students will want it as a textbook,
social workers as a reference, for
it is an up-to-date guide through
the maze of health services, social
insurance; social aaststance and
housing serrioee in the Republic.
To produce a coherent, easily-read
and digested account of Irish social
services Is no mean feat.

TTOWEVER, Dr. Kaim-Caudle has
'
done more than this; he illustrates the consequences of our social
services and polieles. The second
type of reader to whom it will appeal are all those who are interested in the political and social
services—anywhere.
Although the
book is graced by the title, "Irish
Social Policy," it Ls brought home
to the reader that the Irish have
never had any social policy and
that, apart from Dr. Dignan, no person or political party has ever
thought out a coherent social policy.
Dr. Kaim-Caudle doesn't actually
say this, he is too polite, he contents himself with the occasional
astringent comment. For example,
on the Health Service: "The majority of Irish doctors want to avoid
all control or supervision; they
claim not merely clinical freedom,
but also complete discretion whether
to work or go to the races."
In his discussion on the effects of
children's allowances he illustrates
his argument with the examples of
a county manager and a council
roadman who have four children
each. The former will receive £47
per annum in children's allowances
and £153 In tax remission (Tax relief for children hasbeen increased
since Dr. Kaim-CafSfflte wrote).

mains, and of the decay of old
standarch of culture, and there is
oceadonally an interesting departure from the author's customary
urbanity, as when he records a
British raid on one of the Islands
which Inflicted greater loss than a
Viking descent a thousand years
eirtler.

Assuming the children are dependent on him to the age of 21, the
county manager wlQ receive in cash
approximately £970 for eacft child
during Its period of dependency. At
1962-63 costs he will benefit from a
further £1,005 per chCd In state expenditure on education. The council roadman will receive approximately £180 in cash per child during
Its period of dependency and assuming It leaves school at 14, £270 in
state aid to education.

If, In nplte of warm sympathy,
careful research, and kindliness of
dl.-yaeitlaA, there
Is imperfect
understanding of the people—manifested In exaggerated reverence shot
through with faintly-discernible condescension—it would be charitable
to remember that a barrier of
language separated the author from
his subjects.
SFIMUfi TREACY.

Similarly, other social services are
shown to help the rich asuMsrably
more than they help the poor and
since much of whwt Er. KaimCaudle has to say le applicable to
England as well as M a u d , anyone
wh» considers the weMhre state the
modern version ot Robin Rood,
wouM be quickly dieehusod on reading this book.
JOT MOD.

two promotions were made in the
Irish peerage—forty-eight patents
of nobility as a reward for dirty
work."
Dr. Bolton challenges some of the
But he
traditional allegations.
writes himself: "Prudent magnates
and members, reflecting that this
would be the last opportunity ever
of exercising their parliamentary
influences to procure titles and
favours became shy of giving
themselves away too cheaply."
And adds: "It was only after the
defeat of January 1799, when the
difficulty of securing a majority
became
apparent
that
the
scramble for emoluments began."
The Lord Lieutenant, Lord Cornwallis, was deeply involved
He
carried out his duties faithfully, but
he was so disgusted that he wrote:—
"I am kept here to manage matters of a most disgusting nature
to my feelings.
"My occupation is now of the
most unpleasant nature, negotiating and jobbing with the most corrupt people under heaven.
I
despise and hate myself every
hour for engaging in such dirty
work."
Dr. Bolton then argues that in
any case patronage and corruption
were commcm-place in Irish politics
at the time. "Everyone * in Irish
politics at that time accepted the
convention that a borough was a
marketable piece of property."
However he quotes John Poster
(who was the Speaker of the House)
as describing the Government's proposals to abolish a number of
boroughs and compensate their
owners with £15,000 each, as a "mon-

TALES OF
TWILIGHT
"Shamrock and S p e a r : Tales &
Legends from Irelaad" by F.
M. Pilkington (The Bodley
Head,
"Gaelic GHests Tales of the
SnperaaUirai from Scotland"
by S. Jiie Leodhas {The Bodley Head, 21/-).
TRELAND is second to no other
country in its fine collection of
heroic legends and folk-tales and
if I note that some of the tales
are similar in origin to those of
other countries this is just another
proof that ordinary people threught
out the world have a common
background in folk lore with
national and local variations of a
particular tale. Among the threeheaded monsters,
courageous
princes, leprechauns and people in
distress who appear in these stories
the one which is most popular with
youag readers and listeners is the
story of the leprechaun who outwitted, Paddy when the latter
wanted the little man's hidden
gefcL
Older readers will choose stories
like my own favourite, The coming
of Fiann Mac Cool with its description of the magnificent palace of
Tara, the mysterious stranger who
defeats the wicked enchanter and
the atmosphere of faerie and enchantment. A fine collection to
read and re-read.
apBtlaad, in common with Irelaari has a rich heritage of legend
and folk lore. The- varied collection of ghost stories is in the Gaelic
tradition. Whether or not you beHeve tat "things that go bump In
the night" you will enjoy this collection. There are amusing stories
such as "The House that lacked
a bogie" with a hilarious account
of how the family tried to beg borrow or steal a ghost. If you prefere the horrific, you will enjpy
the story about the gambttpg
ghosts or the one about St. Mian's
Band. Whichever ls your favourite
you will enjoy the stories better
If you do not read them at bedtime.
Even a sceptic will have
second thoughts after reading
these.
Ask for both books in your local
Whrnry.
G. B E V I N E .

strous and unconstitutional affair."
To which he adds: —
"Similar expressions feU during
the debate of 1800 from Parsons,
Dobbs and most eloquently from
Plunket: I state it as a fact, that
you cannot dare to deny, that
£15,000 a piece is to be given to
certain individuals as a price for
their surrendering—What, their
property? No; but the rights of
the representation of the people
of Ireland; and you will then proceed in this, or in an Imperial
Parliament, to lay taxes on the
wretched natives of this land to
pay the purchase of their own
slavery."
Dr. Bolton's argument is equal to
saying that because corruption
existed on a wide scale, a grandiose
orgy of corruption was excusable.
But the Irish people never accepted
this, as subsequent history
Besides, the corruption of 1800
seemed to have been on such a
gigantic scale that even Cornwallis found it hard to stomach.
It is futile to claim that the mass
of the people did not care. The
Irish Parliament did not represent
the masses. In any case, the defeat
of the 1798 rising had broken the
back of the people and Ireland was
full of British troops. Needless to
say, the advocates of the Union did
not risk an election on the issue.
Dr. Bolton has diligently produced
a mass of factual material. On this
score his book is valuable. O n page
31 he refers us to appendix 1 for
an analysis of the 1797 Parliament.
However the appendix has been
omitted.
SEAN

REDMOND.

LAY TEACHER
"Flow on Lovely River," b y
Francis MacManus (Mercier
Press. 6/-).
'T'HE part played in the community by the iay teacher
in rural Ireland has always been
a curious one. He (or she) is
almost about midway between
clerical status and that of t h e
lowliest unit.
He must exercise reasonable care
in indulging the milder passions^
like smoking, gamhling and driak-"
ing but when it comes to courting,
or "doing a line" as it is generally
called, ah! then the spies are out
and his every word and movement in this field Is subjected to
searing analysis. To some extent
this may have changed aver the last
half-century or so. but in the period
dealt with by Francis M l t M m p i n
"Flow on Lovely River." the teacher
needed to be something of a tightrope walker.
acMANUS writes from life, having been a country teacher
himself. The novel is in journal
form; each night or e*»rr so often,
he recounts the vlBage doings. And
what drama he extracts from the
dullest routine of drifting knowledge into reluctant heeds, handling
visiting inspectors, dealtag with hie
fellow teachers (both women), bearing with the uneoattness of the
local publican aatd the sergeant.
Above all he must watch his step
to dealing with the parish' priest,
who is also the school manager.
Each character is real and vivMaod
as one who spent Ma tret IS years
in a similar tacattoa ami with
teacher connections (rag slater t u —
ere i, I can vouch fee the eiriell—rr
of the author's er fatten a
Our beco steps oat etf Une when
by the side of the
tone*
ribe
falls for a mysterious gM. Prior
te thte he bed h a m taeotawd wtth
ex-soldier Henneeey, who had beaten
up a youth In his drunken fury. The
sergeant and a few others were
willing to wake a case of U to* the
teacher declined te adntt witnaaeing the assault.
At the time he
does not realise a future tneater
went, with the same evsohher hut
in a diflerent comtest.

M

there ls Ms "steady," a girt
THEN
named Statla.
The triaadly

curate, Father Joe. pute it in a nut<

8

CORK

LESSON

OF

v y H E N the Government refused to organise a
proper selling machinery for
agriculture, the
farmers
stepped In on a co-operative
basis and organised their own
marts.
The Government, in pursuit
of Its war against the farmers,
at onoe passed legislation to
take control .of them.
The lesson of this is the
importanoe of state power. All
the work of dedicated people

MARKET
—from Page One
While this issue of the "Irish
Democrat" is being distributed,
meetings against the sell-out are
fc, being held in Dublin, Cork, Ballina,
Bray,
Carlow,
Carrlckmacross,
Cashel, Cavan, Drogheda, Dundalk,
Ennis, Galway, Kilkenny, Killarney,
Listowel, Limerick, Longford, Mallow, Mitchelstown, Navan, Nenagh,
Droichead Nua, Portlacdse, Sligo,
Tralee, Waterford, Wexford.
SIX COUNTIES
The six counties are not to be left
out. Meetings are being held in the
teeth of Unionist opposition in Belfast, Derry and Newry.
Membership of the Defence of the
Nation League It open to anybody
in inland who Is opposed to Irish
entry Into the Common Market, and
the national Moratory is Dublin
Journalist Mr. Anthony Meade.
The League has made it perfectly
clear to the gentlemen who haye
constituted themselves the salesmen
of the nation, that if they do succeed in theircriminal designs, then
tile Irish people will repudiate their
policy and win continue the old
OlfMtln until Ireland is united, wad
free both politically and economically.
Among Labour Party figures who
hare declared against E.E.C. memare Mr. Con Leh&ne 'and
Browne.-'
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shell: "The man who Rets hfer will
lead a comfortable life, tor she1* the
kind that takes an the trouble
gladly. Easy and dull
:
I sufyoje you want the
shock of romantic love I'
But the "river girt" becomes Ms
obsession despite the discovery that
she "lives on the other side of the
tracks" and that he is in for a
slating from every quarter, until he
is driven to the verge of
and leaving the locality,
such as this flow from his
pen,! Even now as I writer she walks
inside the close-knit bones Of my
skull . . . she walks and talks and
the Mora runs smoothly behind to
. flow on lovely river flow gently
along."
»
The denouement is too good to
reveal.
it to say that here
is jMwtifal sensitive wetting without anyrof
crudWee of the
modern approach to sex ftnd passion. DMtoitely aibook toread ; , .
and re-read. ;
• •
HVv
;
• E.J.C.

T

OE British Government's decision' to Itefep public records relating to irtfand se&et after .the
customary fifty years was up was
drlttoised by the editor of the "Irish
Democrat," Mr. Desmond O r q m s ,
at a OpiinoUy Association meeting
In Hyde Park, London, on July 30th.
"What have they to hide?" he
asked, i
He suggested it was the contrary
assurances given to Captain Oraig
and Arthur Griffith, and the
cumstances under which p
tlon was carried out. He urged his
hearers to press for a full public
disclosure of all the documents^

i
Printed by Ripley Printers Ltd.
(T.TJ.), Nottingham Rd„ Ripley,
Derbys., and published by Connolly Publications Ltd., at 374
Or&ys Inn Road, W.C.I.
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can be brought to nothing by
tfee stroke of a Leinster House
pen.
The same fate could attend
the co-operative movement in
the west.
The
conclusion
is
that
despite
its partition basis,
power at Leinster House is of
prime importance to the Irish
people, and a few good Republican deputies there would do
no harm, even if aH they oould
do was put a sprag in the
wheel of the neo-unionlsts.

HOUSING
CRISIS IN
DUBLIN
G PEAKING at the first meeting of
^
the newly-formed Central Citizens' Advice Bureau, under the
auspices of the Sinn, Fein party,
President Tomas MacGiolla said
that in their election policy statement the Labour Party had asserted
that there was a major housing
crisis in Dublin.
But now they were saying that the
4,000 on the waiting list did not
represent a very substantial problem.
He hoped that did not mean that
Labour was now to play down on
housing. But at the first meeting
of the new Corporation Mr. Denis
Larkin spoke in glowing terms of
the Corporation Housing record,
while his brother wired from
Russia that things were much worse
there.
The formation of a Central body
to co-ordinate citizens advice was a
sign that Sinn Fein was determined
to fight for its policy at all times
and not just when there was an
election.

REPUBLICAN
CLUBS PROTEST
r v N Tuesday, July 4th tKje London
Norm Wast District Council
of the National Union of Railwaymen passed a resolution on the R«publioan Clubs.
It prvWste In the strongest possible torn* at the banning of the
RapubHoan Clubs by the N.I. Government, and calls on the British
Government to use the powers It
possesses to effect the removal of
the ban.
The resolutions were sent to Mr.
Wilson.
It was submitted by Earls Court
branch, and was proposed by Joe
O'Connor.

CORK PROTEST
AT YANK SHIP
y ^ H I L E Lord Mayor Pearse
Wyse, Fianna Fail T.D.,
dined with Army and Garda
warship Courtney, which was
on a five-day visit to Cork,
twelve members of the Cork
Vietnamese Freedom Association held up posters bearing the
slogan "Vietnam for the Vietnamese ! No partition."
Lieut.-Oommander Townley, the
captain, was not. available to receive a deputation, but a message
was left with the officer of the day.
A young sailor of Irish descent,
speaking privately to the pickets,
showed the true spirit of America
when he said he despised American
involvement in this war, which he
knew personally from having spent,
two years in Vietnam.
. He said: "I have seen my buddies
killed for something they knew
nothing about; nobody who has
done any fighting in this war supports it." He said he could personally vouch for such atrocities as
the cutting off of prisoners' ears.
"I have done it myself about four
times," he said, "If you don't like
It, It's forced on you."

(Picture Page One)
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DEATH

WITNESS?

THIS MAN OVER
FROM NEW YORK

T H E Fianna Fail Government
has wisely yielded to the
widespread public demand for
a fuller inquiry into the death
of Liam O'Mahoney in Cork City
Bridewell.

Mr.
O'Mahony was
known
throughout Cork as a quiet inoffensive man, who had however twice
shown great courage in life-saving
and had been highly praised for
rescuing two girls from drowning.
An amazing letter has reached
the "Irish Democrat" office, which
while its conclusions are not in
any sense proven, and should not
be taken as proven pending the results of the enquiry and any other
action on the part of the O'Mahony
family, certainly asserts there is
evidence of assault.
It would seem highly desirable
that the writer of the letter should
be brought to give evidence at the
enquiry, even if he has to come
from New York.
The letter runs:—
TTiOR over twenty-five years, I
was privileged to have a true

and devoted friend, even though
in recent years an ocean divided
us. He had extolled the beauties
of Ireland in many conversations
with me, and convinced me that
when time permitted, I should
visit the "old country." This I
have done each year for the past
five years. I had learned to love
the people, his friends and relatives; enjoyed the free and easy
way they had with a stranger,
that always made me feel I was
"coming home."
This year, as in the past, I
looked forward to my annual visit,
because let us face it, we are both
well in our middle years, and perhaps would not be as active as
we had in the past and probably
more content now to sit having
a glass and re-living and re-telling, without any possibility of
boring each other, the many inci-

Unionists split more
hopelessly than ever
Q N C E again the twelfth of
July has erupted into
bloodshed am^violence.

which are British imperialism's
reason for attempting to rule
Ireland in the new modified way.

There have been the old symptoms, beating up pf Catholics, including women, daubing of houses,
throwing of insults.

his shame, Mr. Wilson has

But this time the Orangemen
have b e e n fighting physically
among themselves.
Things have
come to a queer pass when a Member of Parliament knocked out and
sent to hospital by members of his
own party tatiprotestfrom his bed
that he was only tryinfe to throw
a chair at a television operator.
How can anybody in his senses
argue that this mad-house should
not be investigated? It was Britain
that drew up its constitution So
Britain is responsible for all that
has happened since, and will remain responsible until the Irish
people draw up their own constitution without outside interference.
• * *
is clear that the Unionist
ITParty
is breaking up.

The reason is plain. The classical
Unionism of the "Home Rule is
Home rule variety" is out of date.
There are two reasons that are
but one.
„ Carson and his m e n aided
British imperialism by creating a
puppet state as a gun pointed at
Nationalist Ireland.
Nationalist
Ireland was to give Britain bases,
'profile labour and soldiers, and
pay Its land, annuities. And not
dispute Britain's overlordship in
matters of imperial strategy.
Now the landlords have gone,
Britain's strategy is subordinate, to
America's, immigrant labour comes
from all over' the globe, and militarily manpower has given way to
bomb-power.
The other side of the coin is that
under the faceless rule of the
monopolies the twenty-six counties
has become so tractable that there
is no" need to point a gun at them.
So there is no need to continue
the expensive privileges that were
given to the old Unionism.
A -ft ft '
Harold Wilson had done his
TP duty
he would have seen in this

situation the opportunity to get rid
of Unionism the progressive way.
There is only one way to Improve
"community relations," and that is
to give the common people the de^mocracy that will enable them to
do it themselves.
That means establish one man
one vote, distribute Jobs by ability,
housing by need; equality before
the law, and subjection of the
police to democratic control.
But to allow this would be to
hand to the Irish people the power
to break the financial monopolies

ft

if

A

changing the six counties not to
the people, but to the most faithful
stooges of England in the Unionist
Party.
The extreme Orangemen see no
prospect of a society free from
bigotry and oppression. They fear
they may get the sticky end instead of the one tbe? have bora}
enjoying. So they dig tiBtetr heels
in, even though the ground is slipping under their feet.
A British Labour Government
opts for pulling down Unionism the
reactionary way, the /way that perpetuates the divisions and hatreds
of the sick society Britain established in her own interest. Unionism is replaced by neo-Unionism.

dents we could recall that made
us so close.
Can you imagine the sudden blow,
the shock, to learn that my beloved friend, Liam O'Mahony had
been beaten to death in a police
station, not in a far-off country
where he was a stranger, but in
his home town, a sanctuary, so to
speak, where he had never caused
a disturbance in his fifty years.
It reads like a poor plot from a
hackneyed writer; the very weak
and poor excuses that Liam had
fallen from his bunk in the police
station (said bunk no higher than
a foot from the floor!) I saw the
cuts, the four missing teeth, the
bruises and contusions suffered by
this poor man. I heard the comments from an eye-witness, who
stated that he saw Liam being
brutally beaten and kicked by
men who are sworn to uphold the
dignity of the law. I was asked
to be a pallbearer by Liam's
family, and the weight of h i s
coffin is not as heavy as t h e
weight in my heart, when Inelped
to bring him to his church.
Liam was proud of his Ireland.
He was proud of his people. He
was a gentleman, in the truest
sense of the word, and I hope and
trust that you will do everything
in your power to encourage a full
investigation of the facts. The
articles that I have read in the
papers prove to me that there is
much room to doubt the whitewashed statements given by the
Gardai, and implication that they
will not give a
satisfactory
answer.
Needless to say, as far as I am
concerned, Ireland has lost its
charm I cannot think of any
laughter or warm without having
the picture of Liam's poor
battered body coming to the fore.
JOHN F. MoKEON
20 Longfellow St.,
Baldwin,
New York.

Extract

from

'WHICH'

ft ft ft
\VTHERE then is the hope?
"
It lies to the Labour, trade
union. Socialist and Republican
movements of the six counties, who
are struggling manfully to replace
Unionism not with camouflaged
Unionism, but with the rule of the
people.
The British Labour movement
must learn that Harold Wilson is
going about things the wrong way.
insofar as he is doing anything at
all, and that their power should be
put behind the forces of democracy
whose growing unity is t h e
bright hope of the north.

CONNOLLY

Mmrek, 14*9
Acts, a n Indication of
origin must M MOMT "Empire"
or "foreign" m the o u a may
be, or alnjfiptfwMy * i M n l t e
indication M . m
country in
wtikttr to* goods were tmrnr
If t M * f l S m t a M ttWRWUbUo
of Ireland, a British dependency, a British M y
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Hong Kong) or an. Independent CommonWjialth country."

ASSOCIATION

LIVERPOOL BRANCH

//

The Irish people fight against
the Common Market"
LECTURE BY

ANTHONY COUGHLAN, MP.
WEDNESDAY, J^IGUST 16th, 8 p.m.
THE

MITRE." DALE STREET
(by Tunnel -entrance)

* NOTE—A WEDNESDAY NIGHT THIS TIME.

